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Scionce Fiction

Lt:FERA-rtRE

Science litition, long, popular ssdh the reading
public has slrugglecl for acceptance as a literary
form. Vet much of it merits critical appraisal for
structure, ch erization language, and stylistic
elements that -es With other prose forms Its
appeal to count; people and its application for
those areas. of future studies concerned with the
problems caused by our society's increasing
scjetitifie and mechanic..) sophistication, give it
reiesance for today's classroom

John Aquino, author of this report in the
/)( relupmcnts nt Classroom Instruction series. has
-taught a course in sciencelictionand fantasy at
the Catholic University of America, and is Cur-
rend% on the staff of the ERIC Clearinghouse on
Teacher Education. In this report he discusses
science fiction as a subject in the language arts °
curriculum in the middle grades as well as in the
high school. Ile places science fiction in a his-
torical, and philosophical fratnevsork that inakGes

clear its quality aittl acceptability as-literature. Ile
also offers' practical suggestions for guiding dis-
cussions of specific st orks of science fiction and re-

luting t Jamul n amity arras of language-arts,
In addition to background information and

model lesson guides, tilt', report iclutli.s lists of
s mks that may be read and discussed at various
levels for specific literary purposes. It also

contains an annotated list of films and ot her
teaching aids that can be used ro ninth ate
students, maintain their interest in literary' form,
and deepen their insights unto the humanities
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PASSWORTHY: If they don't come backmy sod and your
daughter -what Of that, Cabal? .

...
CABAL: Then, presently, others.will go.

t

IlASSWORTHY: Oh, God, is there never .to be any age of happiL
i ess?'Is there never to be any rest?
CABAL:. Rest enough for the individual mantoo 'much, and too
soon, and we call it Death. But for Man wrest and no ending .., .
First this little planet withtits, winds and Ways, and then all the laws
iA mind aad matter that restrain him. Then the planets abouthifm,
nd at- last across immensity to, the stars. And when he has con-

quered all the deeps of space and all the mysteries of time, still lie
will-be beginning. .

PASSWORTHY: But . , Nsle're such little creatures. Poor 'hu-:
Inanity's so fragile, so weak. Little . . . Little animals.
CABAL: tittle animals. If we're not more than animals we must
sn,.

.

atch each little scrap of, happiness and live and suffer and pass,
mattering no more than all the other animals do or have done. Is it
thisor that: all the universe or nothing? Which shall it be,
Passworthy? Whichshallit be?.

, k H. C. Wells, Things to Come
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`What Is Science Fiction?

In his Introduction to the anthology One Hundred Years of
Science Fiction, Damon Knight, echoing Basil Nvenpoit and C. S.
tewis, states that the practitioners of science fiction have never
been able to agree on a definition.' Indeed, a. problem in defining
science fiction- is that it has not been recognized as a valid literary
genreThe tbrm=seieneelction" itself was not coined Until 1929,
Retroactively, exampieS of science fiction have been traced as far
.baelcas.411e Writings oil the Roman author Lucian 1n tlie-setliiiir
century A.D. But until the middle of this century, writers seemed to
stumble into the specific genre by accident, Writers such as Poe',

Bierce". Lovecraft, even the young Ray Bradbury', moved from fan-
tasy to science fiction to straight fiction, depending upon which ele-

,ments they vished to emphasize.ina,Stor.y.

8
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sciEsa:F: FictoN AS LITERATURE
a .a

Several definitions of science fiction have been proposed. Three,-
die quoted below. All of them are relatively broad so as to include
the many excursions that have been made into the scientific un-
known-Since Lucian.' .-

Aceqrdingto Kingsley Amis,
Science fiction is that class iif prose narrative treating of a situation

-that could not arise in the world we know, but which is ilypothesized
on the basis 4someinnovation in science or technology, iii psendo-
science or pseudo-technology, whether human or extra-terrestrial hi
origin.'

According to Sam Moskowitz,
Science fiction is a branch of fantasy identifiable by the actthat it

eases the willing suspension of disbelief of its reader by utilizing at-
thosphere of scientific credibility for its imaginative speculations in
physical science, space. Wile, social science, and philosophy.'

According to Donald A. Wollheinf,
Science fiction is that branch of fantasy, which. while not true of

present day knowledge. is rendered plausible by the reader's recogni- .
non of the scientific possibilities of it being possible at some 'future
date or at some uncertain period of the,past.'

All of these definitions are acceptable. They cover science fiction
possibilities ranging from space travel (Rendezvous with Rama, The
Martian Chronicles, From the Earth to the Moon, The FirstoMen in
the Moon) to invlsioyii of Ihe earth (ChildhoodsEnd, The War of
the Worlds, Lord of Light. "Farewell to the Master"), to strange
scientific inventions or discoveries (The Invisible Man, Franken-
stein, The Strange Case of Dr. Jel,yll awl Mr. Hyde, Twenty Thou-
sand Leagues Older the Sea) to portraits of the future (Brave New
World, I Ani.a Legend, Planet of the Apes, "Flowers for Algernon,"
VA! t to strange lands and other scientifically based. adventures
(Lost Horizon, Fantastic yoYage) to,expKrations of scientific cm-
cePts such as timethe fourth dimension arid other dimensions
("no. Time Machine, Flatlands). Although the definitions have some
differences, theitnportant a/wects of all three are that science,fiction

t
is a) a prose narrative, b 1 concerns situations could notoccur in-
our tin*, crh-a.s ascientific credibility that enable; the reader to
suspend disbelief in these events that are not possible in everyday
life.

But what is science fiction from the point of view of literary
classification? Amis refers, to it as a "class of prose narrative in
other Vords, a genre under the form, fiction; Moskowitz and
Woilhenn state that it is a "branch of fantasy." Literary genres are

10



Mutt Is Science Fiction?

el' .sifted by "the nature, not the structure, of the meaning of the
work, the genre of which is determine] by the kind of object re-
ferred 'to (shepherds, in a pastoralheroes 'in epic, the marvelous in
romance). " The objects described in science fiction are un-
knoven odds within a scientific reference. By utilizing nor defini-
lions of science fiction and of literary genres,' science fiction, then,
wrathd be classed as a literary genre, or at least a sub-genre under
fantas.-

Siciencle Fiction and Fantasy

What is the difference between science fiction and fantilsy?
Science fiction, in the definitions qubted above, is often seen as a
branch of fantasy,. "Fantasy," in this sense, is the prose narrative
,that concerns the creation, of other worlds. There has. developed,
however; another sub-genre under the broad genre, fantasy; this
sub-genre is called,"pure fantasy ." The difference between science
fiction andluire fantasy is import ant for an understanding of science
fietioa.

Pure fantasy has been defined as "a narrative of marvels . The
essence of this sort of story can be summed up in one word:
magic."' ProfeSsor Tolki.en, in his famous essay, "On Fairy Stories,"
goes so,far as to define' fantasy as complete sub:creation of another
world,' Tolkicn's definition excludes stories that end as dreams, such
as Alice in Wonderland. and some critics, have objected to this. At
any rate, books that are often classed as pure fantasy include
Tolkien's The Hobbit and the Lord of the 8inp,s, 'I'. H. White's The
Once and Future king, W. II. Morris' The' Well at time End of 'he
World. James Steidle/Is' The Crock Of -Cold, Peter Beagle's' The
Last Unicorn, and several novels by Lord Dunsany including The
K;ng of Eljland4 Daughter.

Pure fantasy and science fiction ha% e many similar characteristics
derived from fairy tales: the,entry into another world; a journey; the
gathering together, of a bandlof experts. Characteristics of one are
sometimes found in the oilier. Vampires appear in Ilteliard Mathe
son's science fichon novel, I Am a L'egen(l. (The twist is that they
are creatures that plague the last man on earth.) And the concept of
other dimensions oirch as time, the fourth dimension), a science
fiction staple, can be found in some fantasies. the Irgh faerie land of
the Shi, described by James Stephens in The Crock of Gold and Irish

Faerie Tales, is another dimension into which unwary travelers
sometimes wander.

.11



sciENcE FR-moN 1.1TERATtilE .

Kingsley ,thus notes that it could be hypothesized that an author
could change a pure fantasy into a science fiction skill by inserting
scientific terms and explanations,' But this by pothetical case, rather
than showing greater 'similarity between science 'fiction and pure
faiitas' y. underlines their basic difference. which is one of emphasis.
We has e noted that the credibility of science fiction rests in scien-
tific explanations .aml atmosphere The credibility of pure fantasy is
achieved b the actual creation of the other world, such as Tolkien's

fiddle: Earth, Science fiction is a world that lies in scientific
speculation Fantasy is a world of magic. faeries, hobbits, and
ghosts In execution, Olen, although both contain other yvorlds,
science fiction, with its emphasis on scientific and technological
principles, is definitely based, in our world. It allows for comments
on our social functions and institutions, our religions, and our philo-
sophies, comments that most -pure fantasieslack.,

It should be remembered that many landmark works of a
fanta.,tic"- nature seem. to overlap the definitions of both pure fan-

tasy and science rfietion. For example, in C.S. Lewis' Out of the
Silent Planet 1,1941), the entry into, the other world is made by
means of a rocket,ship and the odic?? syorld is Mars' or, us it is called
icc the book, Malacandra, This would seem, to be'acceptable science
fiction terrain, But as the noveiprogresses, Lewis' scientific explana-
fions turn out to be more metaphysical than scientific, and he-seems
most concerned with credibly describing Malacandra and its in=
habitants felida, hrossa, and souls). This could lead -one to classify
the novel as pure fantasy. But the fact _that. the "elida" are very
similar to angels, mythic and religious parallels that are developed
more fully in the sequels Perciwuira (19.13) and That Hideous
Strength- t 19461, has led some to classify Out of the Silent Plani-t as
a predominantly religioUs noel and neither "pure" science fiction
nor pure fantasy. *ptoine de Saint-Exupery's The Little Prince

19.It3) deals wit La little boy who travels from one imaginary planet
t <i .another, But it is not a work of science fiction because its
characters include a snake, a fox. akin;, and a rose, and the overall
effect is anecdotal and whimsical, not weighted in Scientific detail.
There is sometimes great debate as to whether to classify "utopian
fiction" as pure fantasy or science fiction, ultimately it comes down

, to a decision as to whether the story is rooted in scientific plausi-
bility or fancifutsub-creation.

Students and other readers should be aware of this prOblem of
classification, The difference between science fiction and pure fan-
tasy, as defined, is basic. While a story or novel might.seem to

12



What ls Seience.FicI fon?

()serial) both sub gt tires, it is usually possible to classify it ,success-
fulls

Science Fictionand Drama and Poetry

Science hoop has beeti,delined as narrati\e fiction. What about
the possibilits of 'a suente fiction drama or a science fietion,poetn?

for science fiction drama, at least one critic has put forth a
theoretical reason for sating that it cannot exist. In his essay,

Stories." Professor Tolkien, who stresses that pure fantasy` is
the creation of a secondary aorld, contest, the possibility of pure
tantass- drama'

Draina.ha., of tts. sers nature. ahead> attempted a kind of bogus, or
shall I as at least substitute magic Mc embic mul audible presenta.

mea in a su tra That is tu Itself an attempt to eotio-
terfett tin indtl,4(Lifk\ n and To introduce, es en with mechanical sue-
vv.,. tot. flu. quasi magical secondary ssorld.a further fantaiy or
num,: is to dematb.as acre, an tinter or teroart world It is a world
tun non h 'Co make %licit a thing max nut he irnisible I have neser

it done mid, success But at least it cannot be claimed as the
proper mode of Drama. in ts Inch a idiom; and talking people have
been tound.to he the natural instniments of Mt and 111usiir "

Noss, tthillkscienee fiction is not pure fantasy, uhile it may not re-
quire the complete sob-creation that Tolkien claims for,pure fan-
tass . it sloes demand sant ifk serisimilitude that might not be possi-
ble in the illusionary m odd of the theatre. Aside front a few plass
such as R I Barkla.Aletimse/ah. nnil Warp, there is not a
sidficient be ds of such Plays Co w arrant an argument over the possi-
bilits of science fiction drama Similar problems occur with science
fiction poetry One caii,eoncede that a narratire poem could be
SCRIM' fietkin, assuming that scientific plausibility was somehr;
maintained there have been some poems written about,
science fiction topics isuch as Archibald MacLeisli's-"Epistle to Be
Left iii the Earth" 1, there are still very few examples of this form.

And set. some dramas have played an important part in the his-
tors of science fiction It is safe to say that's\ ithouF eapek's concep-
tion of robots in his play It U R 0922.). A-simov's 1 Robot (1950) and
the accompanying "Robot Lams" ss ould not have come about.
Bernard Sbam's play cscle Bark to Afratuvelah 0922), a group of
file plass dealing %sit h the biological concept of treatise evolution,
has been cited as an influence on such works as C.S. Lewis' Out of

13



kIrrIO LiTERATURE.

the .e`dept Planet 1940 and Pfrelandra (11Ji3)," Arthur C. C.'Iarte's
dliddlitWs End k1953),'' and Nariousrfks..12 Robert ileinlein-.13

Atitempts\at science fiction -drama arc, therefore, an important

; part of the histor, 4-if science 'fiction and any course that studies this
histor)..ThesedraRas and science fiction-like poems -corn als.o be

useful as teaching ni.k.as can science -110i n films, which inight be

viewed as an extension of drama. Further discussion of science fie-
tion,dramirand Elms will appc4 in The thhed-Iiirt of this report'.

z
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Science 'Fiction the Classropth

a

During the early 1970's science fiction began to be Used exten-,

sively at -various grade lesels and in various curricula. IrP l976 it was
estimated that over 200 LY S. and Canadian colleges were offering
science fiction courses, and that untold inimbers of c.S. high schools
vstere using cience fiction iii the curriculum:' Guidelines have been
developed lof teaching science fiction on the elementary level. The
sudden interest in science fiction for classroom use has two explana-

.

tions, a) the form has proved, popular vvith young people, and it
might, therefore, motivate students to a greater interest in learnin
and b1seleuce fiction has been::'iliscovcred" as a teaching tool.

"The attraction of 'science fiction is more often than not ex.,r
trailteraiy, directing the reader's attention not so much niwards -
specifiCally literary exRerienees as towards the contemplation of
phisibilities and wish fulfillment."3 Science 'fiction, ,ccording to

...many educators, is ilterdisciplinar} bits very nature, since it covers
slementst of science, social relations, fantasy, -popular ah,
and man}; other subject fieldt Research and, or curriculum projects
utilizing science. fiction have been initiated to teach various
clplines .inoluding,"educatioin,' science,' 'linguistics," semantics,'
world hist ory,' studies,/ and current social issues.'"

Science fiction has been -especially valuable in education. in open,
classroom situationsclassfooms that are -open- to the odd, to
the-future, to the individual." It has becrti argued that science fic-
tion, because it is interdisciplinary because it utiliies mythic charac-
terrstics.and because it represents master us er tide and space, links

.
15
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SCIENCE FICTION AS LITERATURE

the past,'the present, and the future.'' It has indeed been called the,
basis for all future curricula. Of special interest to educators is
science fiction's use of -what irthe supposed starting,point of
the story in the author's mind And the premise titat is used to involve

° the reader in the story The question. "what if,' stemming from 5
science fiction story, in an open classroom or 'a' ny classrpmn situa-
tion, can engender discAsion for the appropriate subject field and,

1 enable the student to express his'or her views individually.
Alvin Toffler in Future. Shock: and Nine emensively iii Learning

for Tornorrou, sums up the current attitude- to the use oiscienee
fiction in education:.

We do not have a literature of the future for use in'these courses,
but we do haw literature about he future, consisting not only of the

'great utopias but also of contemporary science ficjiqn. Science fictiOn.,
,is held in low regard as a.branch of literature, and perhaps it deserves
this' critical contempt. But if s*v view it as a kind of sociology of the
future, rather, than as literature, science fiction has immense value as

mind-stretclurXforce for the creation of the inbit of anticipation
Our Children. should be studying Arthur C. Clarke, William Tenn,
Robert Heinlein, Ray Bradbury and Robert Sheckley, not because
these writers cart tell them about rocket ships and time machines but,

snor important, because they can lead young minds through an
iniaginative '&7<plosation of,, the jungle of political, social,
psYchological, and ethical issues that will confront these children as
adults." ,

indicative of the breadtkand scope of science fiction that it
can be adapted for use irtso mans educational disciplines. To Study
science fiction. as social studies is not necessarily to study it as a
literary form. Many of the anthologies,that have ,been-published

° recently in the wave of interest in science :fiction. purpOrt to, be
designed for literature courses. But one can tell fr(5m section group-
ings such as;About Now," "About War," "Holocausts," "Popula-
tion Problems," that the orientation of these anthologies is more
toward social issues than toward a demonstration 9f artistic form,,It
is a question of focus. Tye same work can be discussed from many"
different points of view. And sith each 'change of focusfrom social
concerns to 'philosophVo literary form, there arise different values
and different criternkfor judging.a particular work. For teachers of
literature a problem nray occur when a story is admired or not ad-
mired as literature fir the wrong reasons This is not to say that to

.study a short story for its philosophical or sociological content is.,s
educationally wrong or wasteful, or that philosophy aria The social

16
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Science Fict:On .te Classroom

sciences can be entirely separated from literature. But the literary
dinrension is at tifnes %el') complex, since it deals with the interac-
tion of form and content. Although the criteria for judging a work as
literature are. different from those necessary for judging a work as
philosophy or sociology, they are not by ays mutually exclusive, In
order to study science fiction as literature, there are, however,
specific:Pimal sallies and criteria that must be brought to bear on
the woik.being.studied,

Reasons for Teaching Science Fiction as Literature

lu readilig, the reader must discriminate among the different
focuses that canle_brought to bear on a work of literature. If the
focus, is philosophical, appropriate for a work of philosophy -or a
work with philosophical overtones, then the value with'which '0,11C
will judge the qiality of the workis the true; If the focus is ethical,
then the value with which one will .edge the quality of the work is
the good It the focus is rhetorical, the value is eloquence. If the
focus is aesthetic, if thew ork is to be judged primarily as literature,
then, the sable is the beautiful and the criteria for judgment is fit-
ness. A %%011 is judged as literature for theyY ay its components,
form and content, blend into one entity that is an end in itself, a th-
ing of seauty.

A work of literature, a w ork of Inghlsthetie quality, true poetic
speech, or how ey er one wishes to de lie the optimum result of
literary Productioit is aRend in itself not a means to an end., It is 6:-
course detached from the process of daily social communication.

And so, a single w ork can have many different qualities (philo-
sophical, rhetorical, sociologiehl) and it can be viewed from a focus
>o as to highlight a specific quality. One can read The Tiine Ma-
chine for social 'comments. One can read Walter M. Miller's "A
(s.:anticle for Leiboys itz'' or Arthur C. Clarke's "The Star'' for re-
ligious insight, And-consequently it is.possilffe ki read anA judge by
literary criteria any work of seiencP fiction.

The question still remains, why teaelf science fiction literature?
Itczactions against-teaching science fiction as literat, tern from

its jumbled history. True, antecedents of science fiction include the
writings of some great literary figures, and some notable works. It is
also true' that Vero(' and Wells, the genre's pathfinders, in the late
19th century, were well received in the literary world. But Iiitl(the
20th century there occ,urred the eclipse of science fiction as serious
literature -The mam factor in- this eclipse was the emergence of-

1 6
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SCIENCE FICTION Ag LITERATURE

science fiction magazines The magazines were very important:to
the grow th of science fiction in that they led to the establishment of
an overall philosophy,

were
the development of types, motifs, and

standard plots They were also a drawback in that many of, the
science fiction stories in thus, magazines were quickly and crudely
written " The justification ha; been offered that science fiction had
to'ilw ell in these magazines in order to exist at all. Unfortunately,
these all-fiction., issues ate up contributions at a rapid rate and, con:
sequently . Any available materialgood .or badwas included. The
writers were paid little, a fact which resulted in the publication of
work by hack w ricers who w rote quickly and jumped from magazine
to,maguzine The label of poor quality has stuck with science fic-
tion, es en today, and even among those people, like Toiller, who
support science fiction for use in education.

Ant there are good reasons for teaching science fiction as literar
tore First and foremost, it is a specific literary (sub-)genre that can
be used to motivate students to an interest in literature. It can be
defined easily . speak works can .he used as examples. Second., it is a
form in which manly writers.of the first ranhaye produced excellent
work. The following is a list of writers, more ,or less noteworthy in
other genres. who w rote antecedents of science fiction, or works
that have science fiction ,characteristics (e.g., space travel, time
travel. remarkable noentionsl or works that fall within-111e defini-
tion of.sciene4e-lietiorr----

LucianTzue lltstory. c. 160 A. D
Geofirt* Chaucer"The Squire's Tale- in The Canterbury Tales,

1385-1.100

Thonia,'Moret`topia, 15.16
Ben Jonscin-=-A en lrfn the Neu Wodd Discovered in the Moon, 1621
Francis BaconNeu Atiannx, 162.1
Daniel Defoe The Consolidator. Or Memoirs of Sundry Transactions from

the World in the Moon Translated from the Lunar Language, 1705. A
Second and Moo Strange Voyage to the World in the Moon Contaming
a Comical Description of that Remarkable Country, 1705

Jonathan SwiftGullirer's Tracels, 1726
Voltaike--NIicioniegas:*. 1752 ;

*.,_-N;

Ikon Fielding :t fournfNi front This World to the Next47783
tiagar Al6nToe"The UnParalleled Adventure of Ilang'Phall," 1835
Nathaniel Ilawthnrne, "Dr, Ileidegger's Experiment," 1837

,.Herman Melville, "The Bell Tii\wr,- in ilia Piazza Tales, 1856
Edss and Eveiet t Brick M non,'' 18Y0-1
Edward Hu Iwer' t on, The Comingliace, 1871

IS
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Science Fiction in the Classroom

Oliver Wendell 1fo lines,1 Atortal Antipodal, 1884
Ou,yde Maupassant"The /fork," '1887
Robert Louis Stevenson The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and 11r. Hyde,:

1S8S

Arthur Conan Doyle"The-Los 1miglis Mimeo," 1892
*"The Terror of Blue John Gap, 910-...

The Poison Belt, 1913
"Horror of the Heights," 1913
The Land of the Mist, 1925
"The M arum Deep.'1927*

.
.,

. .
',.H C, Wells"The Disintegratpg Machine." 1929 -: ..

When the World Screamed," 1929 ,
_ .

William Dean Howells-43etueen the Dark and the Daylighi iCoileetionl,
.1907 . . .

F:,,, NI Forster, "The Machine Stbps," 1909
i Jack London"The Starlet Plague,- 1912 .

, Thel ticket (also call6d The Star Rover% ,I91,1

Henry James= The Sense of the Part. 1917

-1: Scott Fitzgerald"The Curious Case of Benjamin Button:. in Flappos
and Philosophers, 1920

Karl C:apek-11,C.B. (Play). 1921
The Insect (Play); 1922 ,

o j /mod ofMang Names (PlaY 1. 1923
,.- _ Krakatit (Novel),.1924

, Adam the Creator (Play ), 1927

Georgc; Bernard Shass..---Back to illethuselah(Play), 1929 *

, Forietelird Fables (Ilay ), 1949

Stephen Vincent- Genet--The Place of he Cods" for "lay the Waters of
BA* ion ") in The Selected %%kirks of Stephen Vincent ,Genet. 1937

' "", . , Out of the Silent Planet, 1941.

Perelandra, I9-V3
That thdeous Strength. 1916

core Vida Messiah (Novel), 1934
Visit to a S6ill Planet ti\ play and play ). s(i55, 1957

.t
. .1.

,>

The list is far from complete. In addition to these authors, there are
w Titers 'of S6CilCe fiction Whose w orks have Ig:.en well received in,
serious literary criticism, among them, Ray BradburyJ Arthur C,
Clarke, and Robert Heinlein. , .

Reason three, the fact that much of science fiction magazine
writing prtwed to be of poor quality , should not by itself disqualify
the genre from serious consideration. Scknce fiction s riter and,
critic Theodore' Sturgeon has coined7"Sturgeon's Law": ninety
percent of science fiction is trash, but then ninety" percent of

'
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everything is trash's Also, in recent years, science fiction has come
back into Mainstream publishing and is demonstrating in,lonplarra-
five works. a range not evident in shorter magazinepieces.1.1endez-
veils with Rama, The 'Andromeda Strain. Stranger in a Strange,
Land, A Canticle for Lieboteitz, all were on the best-seller lifts and
also well received in critical circles. It has been noted that the
melodrama and excessive scientific detail that dominated' pulp
science fiction is evident to-a lesser extent in modern novels in the
genre. 11.

-

Four, while to evaluate a science fiction sun), as literature is to,
use the criteria fitness alone for judgment, the fact that the genre

,does possess philosophical, sociological anci, religious aspects
presents it as a literary genre of great breadth and rich texture.

FiVe, science fictinii.has been, deemed by some to be worthy of
serious literary evaluation because much of modern fiction is tend-
ing toward sek.nce fiction. It has been argued that science fiction.
eliminates the tieohlem that hasplagued,fiction in the 20th century

,which is the failure of realism to portray things as they are." This is
the reason many noted novelists are now writing science fiction.'9

Six, the emergence of science fiction as a 'popular phenomenon,
as cut( reading, is not in itselrreason for studying it as But
it should be noted that much of science fiction's fascination comes
from the mythic quality it possesses. Northrop Frye defines science
fiction with reference to this quality:

Its setting is often a kind that appears to us,as technologically mi-
raculous. It is thus a mode of romance with a strong tendency to
myth."

Science fiction has been known. to use or extend characters from
ancient my ths, seemingly in the absence of similarly impressive
Modern characters: Adam and Eve appeat its C.S. Lewis' Pere-

- landra, Merlin in That hideous Strength, Christ in .Ray -Brdbury's .

The hIan, the devil in Clarke's Childhood's End. In Robert Sil-.
verherg's -After the Myths Went Home," alterations of a time ma-
chine enable people in the year 12450 to call back all ancient myths,
including Adam and Eve, Medea, Jason, Thos, Dambhala, and Pan.
When their hosts become bored with them and push them back into
the machine, the seeress Cassandra tells them,

You should have kept us . People who haye no,myths of their
nun wotild do well to borrow those of others and not just as sport.
Who will comfort your souls in the dark tans- 'ahead? Who will guide
your spirits whop the suffering begins?''

tt
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xietce Fiction in the Classroom

Science fiction stories lase concerned religious and m),..nc situa-
(ions,(ions. in Arthur C. Clarke's "The Nine- il lion Names for Cod," the
tabulation of all the names for Cod t\ rns out to be the goal of
existence, and at the end of the story t estars begin to go out. In

' Clarke's "The Sentinel" and the late extension of the original
story's ideas into screenplay (and ,tiMiel form), 2001: A Space
Odyssey. there are posited superior beigsor one beingwhose
influence is over all time and who assumes the place of godhead.
Christ-figures abound in science ficti4, from ,Ransom in That.
Hideous Strength to Smith in Stranger in 'a Strange Land.

But the Mythic quality of science fiction does not stem just from
its use of myth but also from its substitution as myth. Olaf Sta-_.. _.

pledon, in the preface to Last. and First 141..n in 1930, proclaimed
this intent:

_ .
Yet our aim is not merely to createaesthetically admirable fiction.

We must achieve neither mere history, nor mere fiction, but myth. A
true myth is one which. xs Rhin the universe of a colain culture
or dead). expresses-richly, and. often perhaps tragcallx,"the highest
admirations possible within that cuilture1.22

I

Modern people ha% c no %hal mythology as did the Creeks. The su-
premacy of the Judeo-Christian philosophy in western people's lives
is not what it once was. The authority of science fiction as myth
exists in its roots in modern science.'3 In.the abSence of my th,or;reli-
gion, people have instead fmind solace in fictional science that
paints unknown futures where exists the imagined achievement of
their vs aking.dreams. And science fiction does fulfill a function,one
assiiciates with myth. it fills the readers with a,sense of wonder and
awe. Its confines are the past, the present, andithe future, its base is
science, its premise is -what if," and its path. :the path" of imagina-
tiot)

Perhaps Ow attracts (eopJe to science fiction as a substitute for .
f

myth and religion is its mendl optimistic tone; I9 has portrayed fu-
ture holocausts, but predominant!) science 11:ctipu shows 'positive
action and hope because people are people mid can think and act.
In Frederick Brown's '"Arena," a single man pitted in combat
against an alien saves the earth from destruction.';'It is enough for
me that there is a beyond," Lilith cries in the last line of Shaw's
Back, to Methuselah." It is thisor that: all thel%vorld or nothing?
Which shall it be, Passworthy? Which shalt it be? asks John Cabe!
in Wells' Things TO Come_" Even though \It Traveler dogs
not return in The Time Mabhirte, even thoug.h.t4(: Invisible Man is
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killed in The Isth le Man, even though the earth team ultimately
seems.dw arfed bs the power of the creators of Rama in Rendezvous
with Rama, still there is wonder in, the scope of the vision and a
sense of hope in the mind of the reader because humanity has, if
only Jot a moment or two, or in some small way against overpower-
ing forces, accomplished something and is capable of doing so again
and again, Although not an organized system of beliefs or tales,
science fiction as 4,1 substitute for modern myth is a hymn of faith in
the power of Aumanity,"

Now this mythic finality of science fiction is not .extraliterary.
Mythic origins and characteristics have always been a literary
consideration Frye defines science fiction as a type of literature in
relation to ins th. And as for science fiktion as myth, this is worthy-of .

consideration in evaluating a work o'f'icience fiction as literature, in
assessing, the fitness of its parts, beeaute this is the type of work,it
As James filish claims in the title of one of his articles, science fiction
is '`a tale that wags the gods."

Reason seven for teaching science fiction as literature has to do
with the criteria of fitness. A science fiction.vliter has a job that may

tk be harder than that of most writers, All'writers create what (lees not
exist. A science fiction writer must create 'and make believable an 0
imaginary world, a world that ofton has absolutely 'nothing_ in c9in-
mon with the real world, and he or she must createl his world within
a scientific refeience. An educator wIto has any reticence .about
teaching science fiction as literature must realize that good science
fiction, science fiction that works, presents concise charke&ization
and exact details, and blends its components so as to make what
otherwise w ould be an unbelievable world believable to the reader.
Many scieiice fiction works meet the criteria of fitness.

Q
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3. Methods Of 'reaching Science Fiction as Wrature

ek.

Each work of science fiction -must be judged individually. It
harsh Oneralizations about sclenee,fiction as a whole that have led
to its literary eclipse. But sipce this report cannot evaluate an
science fiction_ it does seem appropriate to make some generaliza-
tions--if only to offset past harsh gen'eralizations

'Style

Critics have labeled science fiction "crudely written." And, as in-
dicated earlier, one can imagine what these'crities are getting at.
The Usual idea of science fietioti sty. le is that which. is overwritten
and awkWardly phrased, such as q.tese paragraphs from Frederick
Brown's "Arena" (19131;

,tte sltpddered,as he looked at the thing It was alien, utterly alien,
thorribikcdifferent from anything on Earth or any of the life forms
found on the other solai planets histinctively, somehow, he knew its
mind was as alien as its body,

But he had to try. If it had no telepathic powers at all, the attempt
was foredoomed to failure, yet lip thought that it had such
powers

For a moment that seemed an eternity, he had to struggle against
the mental uppact of that hatred, fight to clear his mind of it
drisA,Sut, the alien thoughts to w hick lie had given admittance by
bianlnng tiut.,his Ins n thoughts, Ile wanted to retch,'

23
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scIF mut:

'Ms.°, file antiquated 51)1e of some science fiction, especially that of
the 19:30's, has often been cnticized An example can be found in
the opening paragraph of 11,P Los cages ''The Shadow OM of
Time- (19:36):

ft er tw ent)-t ss sears of nightmare and terror, sasell orgy by a
desperate cons ialim of the in) ducal source of certain impressions, I
.111I Ottttihttg to couch for t.he truth of.t hat ss hich I think I found in
Vestern Australia in the night of Jul) 17- IS .19:33. There is reason to
hope that ms experience %%as %%boll) partl) au ha Ilueinationfor
ss Inch, indeed, abundant causes existed, And ) et. as realism was so
hideous that I sometimes find hope impossible

Such ss riling may be found offensise today on the grounds that it
seems pompous, archaic, and gimmicky. y et, if one stays with
the Loseeraft story, for example, one finds a fascinating tale of the
exchange of the bodies of si professor of economics and a meinker of
the -Great Race*. of some age long past. This is not to say that .We
should excuse the sty hstic faults of science fiction. The criterion for
Judging a ss ork as literature is fitness, period. But does au antiquated

nevessard) cancel out an entire work? It is a fact that the hy-
perbolic sty he of Los ecraf is opening paragraph sc,iis in keeping with
the sty he of the times and of the science fiction magazine for which
the stop ss as written k.Isiounditig, Although the reader should not
excuse an oserwritten style, perhaps it datt be tolerated, Also, the
rather hysterical tone of the passage Iron; the Los ec,raft story is fit-
ting for a person who has recently exchanged bodies xs ith an alien.

Nor is all science fiction written in the florid style of Los craft's.
-The -1Shadoss _Out of TiMe.- John Wyndham's The Alidwich
OteketA t 1937 i has a similar suspense,ginunick'beginning, but 'the
style Is nandi simpler. the soice of the narrator is reasoned, sophisti-
cated, and obviously know ledgvable about the events of the story .

One of the luckiest accidents in in5 w fife's life is that she happened
to morn a matt ss ho was horn an t he 26th of St:Wernher But for t hat,
ss should both of us undoubted!) !lase been at Inane in iduich on
the nark of the 26th- 27th, with consequences %%kelt, I !lase never
ceased to be thankfiaAlideas spared '

ITA

Robert s 1 hhicartof the Jackpot" (1971) begins ih short:-
straightforward') .descriptise4entences which help set up an
unusual situation within a realistic contemporary scene:

At first Potipliar Breen dud not notice f he girl who.wasundrksih g,
She ss as standing at a bus step Amhara feet away Ilcwas indoors
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but that ss ould not has e kept him from noticing, he was seated in a
drugstore booth adjacent to the bus stop, there was nothing between
Pophar and the y oung lady but plate glass and an occasional
pedestrian '

. t ..

In short one should not make Or accept generalizations :Sold
he style-of science fiction writing. The style sill vary depending an

t le author, the sty le of the times, and the dictates of the work itself.
Often, rather than being crudely written, some science fiction'

s1 ones are rich and varied in expression. Mary S. Weinkauf has
t ointed out Mat science fiction presents a perfect example for the
lir nglish classroom of such abstract concepts as verisimilitude.'
While a Hollings% ay can describe postwar Paris, a science fiction

i

vriter must use language to describe what has never been. Con-
equently, literary devices often used in science fiction are similes
d irect comparisons) and met aphors . (implied comparisons).
technically, an entice science fiction story can be called a meta-

/ phor. Darko Suvin writes,

The aliensutopians, monsters or simply differing strangersare
dmirror to man just as t le differing countrY. is a mirror for his world"

Often a sequence or event becomes a metaphor. jimmy Pak's
,",Dragonfly" mechanism in Clarke's Reittlezvous with Boom' is

. treated as otunstie descendant of the bicycle. The young man's
exploration of the alien spaceship Rama on this "Dragonfly"
provides, then, interesting comparisons of future and present inven-
tions, ingenuity, strength, and sense of adventure. Aqd, of course, in
its descriptions, a science fiction stOry will employ the more cons-

, mon conceptions of similes and metaphors as solitary figures of
spejech. This passage from Ray Bradbury:s The MartiarChrouieles
demonstrates uses of both similes and metaphors todesciihe a land,
that dots not and comilU not exist:

It was an csening in suesmer upon the placid and temperate
planet Mars Up and down green wine canals, boats AS. delicate as
bronze flowers drifted. In the long and endless dwellings that cursed
like tranquil snakes across the hills, lovers layidly whispering in cool
night beds The last children ran in torchlit alleys, _gold spiders in
their hands throwing ouilfilms of web. I fere or there a late supper was
prepared in tables where lava bubbled-silvery and hushed. In the.'-'
ampit heat res pf a hundred towns on the night side of Mars'thebros6
Martian people with gold coin eyes wereleisurety met to fix their at-
tention upon stages where musicians made a serene music flow up like
'blossom scent on the still air.'

4
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Characterization and Plot

. It.shas become common for w riters and critics to toss off science
fiction as "a system of ideas"' and, consequently, a genre in which
ideas are dominant over plot and character. The answer to sucl) a
statement is, what is necessarily wrong with that? Satire, for
example, is primarily concerned with ideas. It would, not be satire if
it were not. Similarly, science fiction, since it.is by definition framed
within ,,scientific reference. is concerned with; 'ideas." This is not in
itself a flawIf, however, a particular story spends.so much time with
scientific concepts that the characters are weak and the, plot is
it logical. then that is 'a flaw. But if the story is doniinated by science
and concisely though quickly develops well-rounded characters- and
a believable plot, if it iS able to develop some balance of these three
elements within 'ilself (again, the criterion jitne.0 then there is
nothing wrong. .

Characterization in science fiction is often' not ex essively
detailed. Take, for example, II.G. Wells' The Time Maclrinie 0895).
Most of the characters do not even have names. They are the Time
Traveler, the Medical Man, the Editor, the journalist, and the
Psychologist 'But what is the advantage of giving the Time Traveler
a name? The lack of a name helps build a mysterious aura around
the man who can *quer time. Wells is characterizing these men
by what' they do. And as far as their existence in the story goes,
which involv es several debates about the possibility of time travel,
what they do affects hove they think; in other words, what OAT do is
what they are. In Wells' The It'ar 9.1: the Worlds (1898). we have it
again: characters nampd the Curate, the Philosopher, the
Artilleryman. And they are characterized by what they do, hoV they
act, and what they talk about in the wake of destruction brought on
by the Martian invaders. A reason for this characterization by titib
and.present action is that in this time of chaos, as,the world is being

. destroyed, this?is all the first-person narrator knows of these people.
To take a more modern example, Captain Norton in Clarke's

Rendezvous with Rama is described simply as "cautious.'' But the,
details pileaup:,+ his resourcefulness, his concern for his men. He is
well-informed: as he boards the "Rama," he-compares himself to-
the Egyptologist who first opened the tomb of Tutankhamen.
Norton has two «ives and dictates "the same letter to both; yet he
spares them excessive (loads so that they will not worry. He once
had a brief affair with his vurgeon' Commander 1..,aura Ernst, but
forsakes the relationship as a triviality during the expedition.

26
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However, after the rendez% ous w 01R:into is per, %%-lth alltits cosmic
implications, he drifts weightless and ear} in Laura's embrace. The
characterization of Captain Norton could haw been quite standard,
but it becomes just complex enotgh to prove interesting-and valid.

Although plot structure in science fiction is often episodie,the
jumbled, episodic quality of much science fiction is not necessarily,
unintentional. Heinlein's Stranger in a Strange Land, Clarke's 2001:
A Space Odyssey and Childhood's End, %Wells' The Time Machine
tot course,. since it procee'ds in leaps of millions of years into thefu-
ture), and an 'ofher science fiction 'Works 'utilize the mastery of
time and spac'e;presuied in the,genre. Plots, then,.may take the
form of strings of setected episOdes from the great earth-shaping
events the stories depict.

T9. put i tip palm off all scieace fiction as something in
which characterization and plot are weak because ideas are
prominent is to do the genre an injustice.

Course Structure

There are several Ways to organize a course on science fiction.
Amring these approaches arc a) historical development, b) majot
author, c) type, and d) selective. The follownig course ontlines.for
each of tare methods are model guidelines only. For other student
reading selections, the teacher is reieired to the various listings of
science fiction w orks, "including John 1,1. Pfeiffer's Fantasy and
Science Fiction. A Critical Guide and Suzanne dillies' Science Fic-
tion Primer for Teachers. The course outlines, generally-appronriatg
fur junior high through freshman college level, are deliberately not
based on a lecture-assigmnent format out, of the belief that since
science fiction is a genre so suitable for discussion purposes there
should be as little "lecturing" as possible. The outlines Primarily.
contain reading and suggestions,. for teaching aids. They are
intended ito be followed selectively depending on the time available
to the classroom group. The method of presentation, then, will vary

-fir each grade level. The works have'beetr selected on the basis of
their literary quality aiLd exemplification of the sub-genre, science
fiction

a) Historical Development Approach

The course will trace the literary u,,,.velopment of science'fiction
from its early origins to the present day. There will, of coursed be
more time devoted to the works.of major authors -than to oilier

27
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%%titers, but the course (Whits from the major author approaciq
that developmental to' s, a.saniple of non-cterice fiction miters,
experimentations in the rtirm, and shorter work; from science fiction
magazines of the thirties and forties sill be included as \sell. '

DEFINITION Science Fiction

Lucian, True c 160 :1.1) t
Ben Janson, Nettfrout the Vol World MK-mere(' in the ,Iloon, 1621
Cy rano de Bergerac, .1 Vouqe ta-thc Moon. 1650 (iii ,Masterpieces of.

Science Fiction. ed 'Sam MosIZim 0z. Wesport. Conn person Press,
1974)

Mtr> Wollstunecraft Shelle "The Mortal immortal- 1834, tin AW-
terineres ofSeienee Fit tioii #

Possible teaching aid Ceofge Mehe l-orfage,to the Moon, a aOnt
made in 1902: which t pities earn science fiction films Just as the above
t mks typify earls scienCefiction4l
Jules Verne, k journey to he Center of the Edrtb. 1864 (Baltimore; Pen-
, gum. 1965. pan, )
Jules erne. Tuenty Thousantt Leagues Under the Sea. 1870 (New lotk.

E P Dutton and Co , 1972. pap.)
Robert Lotus Steenson. -The Strange Cass of Dr leky II and Melbdc,"

1856 i Ness York. Washington'Square Press. 1972. pap. )"
Wells, The Time lluelant.,..1895 Nall The War of ihr Worlds.

Greenwich. bun" 1iawcett:19(8. par. )
tit: Wells. "1.The Star,'' 1597 tin Tomorrou: grid Tomorrou., aml Tumor-

roil. ed. FraukAlerbert and others, Ness York. Holt, Rinehart and Win-
stun. Inc 1974. pap )'

.1(

(Possibl teaching aid, color film. "Plot in Science Fiction." University or
Kansas. 23 min.)

Arthur Conan bo) le, The Marcot Deep," 1929 tin the Alareot Deep,
Uer1),, Conn Belmont Tower Books, Pap

Olaf Stapledon. Last and First Men, 1930 a Baltimore, Penguin, 1971)
EI P Loecraft, Iiadmt Opt of Time.; 1936 41n The Colour Out of

Space. New York. Lancer, 1963. pap ).

- (Possible teaching aid color fil in, **Science Fiction. 1935 to Present ,"
enivyrst,t) of Kansas Issas :Wino% lectures on the origin and devlopment
of science fiction 23 mill I'

Isaac' Asimos, "Nightfall." 1941 tin TonJorrow. and Tomorrou. and
ToniorroOr

Frederick Bross n, '"Arena," 19.1.1 kin Tmnorrou, and Tonwrrou, and
Tomorrou

$

Possible teaching 41 feature firm. Destination Moon, 1930. 91 min., b, w,
available from St Paul Films, 70.50 Pinehurst, DearboikMich , 48 126. Oxie
of'the earliest and best suence fiction films of tit& pica! 44 he times.)
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Isaac Asimos, 1,, Bobo 1950 cr,,I.Iiss wit. Conn Fawcett 1970. pap. ),
Ras Bradkury, "Zero Hour." 1950 (in The' lllmtrated Man. Ness fork.

. i3antam,a1971, p,1p_)
... :$. ales,iess "Science Fiction Jules Verne to Ray Brodkin . a slide-rape

package from tIke Center for Ilamanities. , '11 so Holl'and Avenue,
White Plains, Ness York, 1)603) . _

Robert Heild&n, 'The Year of the Jackpot." 1970 nu Niglicumc....1ge. ed.
Frederick Pohl, Ness. York Ballantine, 1970, pap )

Robert Silverberg. "After the My the Went ll'orne." 11)71 in Tornorrott.
and Tomorrou.. and TQmorrow)

;Possible teaching aid color film, ''New Directions in Science Fiction,'
Chiversitatof Kansas Lecture h$ nos e list II. Ellison on Ilea elements in
science fiCtion.novels 201nin I . .

Pool Anderson, "The Queen of fir and Darkness, 19,
d

I kin Aelnda Award
Storio'Secen, ed Lloyd BIggle, Ness York Harper and Row 1973/

Arthur C Clarke. liendezhnis it WI Rains (Ness f ork. Ballantine. 1973.
pap

Major Ant brirs'Approach

:\ttlr a Imel discussion of %shot science fiction is, The course will center
on major ailthors of science fiction and their svOrk.

t DEFINITION. Science Fiction
Summars of deselopute tt of science fiction to Verne

;;"
5,

Jules Verne z
Joufney to the Ceng!:of the Earth, J864
Twentrj ThowanitiAttue5 ( 'ttor the.Sea, 1870

G wens
The Tune Machine, 1893, The Mir of the Wifilds, k$98 kGreenssich, Conn..

Fawcett, 1968, pap )
'"The 1897
The IneL$11.3e, Men. 1897 k Ness ,York Berkeley. pap
T1finjs To Come ,Screenplay in narratise form Ness fork. Macmillab.

19351

11)ossible teaching aids
film.' "H.C. Wells. Man of Science." Indiana NV. Center, b, es, 30 nun
61m, "Whoosh. An Outline of 11.G. is ss 35 min.)

Olaf Stapledon
last and First Alen, 1930

Isaac As1mov
'Nightfall- 1941
Is Bohol, 1950
The Foundation Trdogo.1951-3 novels 1Ness link: Avon. 197 j, pap.)
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F-ad burs
"Zero 1-1our.",* 1950
The JIartian Chronicles, 1950 (Ness \Ink Bantam. 1970. pap )
Fahrenheit 451, R)5:3 (Ness York:,Ballantine, 1972. pap.)

Arthur C' Clarke
"The Sentinel"
"The Nine Billion Names for Cod," 1954 on Science Fiction lIall of Fame.

ed Robert Silverberg, Ness York. Avon, 1972. pap.)
Childhood's End (New lout:- Ballaiktine, 1970, pap )
21)01.:1 Space.alyssey New York NAL. Signet, 1972, pap. )
(Possible teaching aid. 201. A Space Odyssey. a feature film directed by
Stank} Kubrick from a screeoplay b Clarke and Kubrick The film,
partialls dem ed fronr,"The Sentinel.* \s as the basis For Clarke's book of
thesame name. and is a summation of much of Clar Re's writings )

o Kurt Vonnegut
The Sirens of Titan. 1960 (Ness Yeirk; Dell, 1071. pap )
Cat's Cradle. 1964 (Ness York. Dell, 1970, pap 1 ,

Slaughterhouse Fice, 1969 (New York:Dell, 1971, pap4

%Possible teaClung` aid. 'onnegut Space FantasyBetween 'Time and
Tinilmktu, Public Broadcasting Service, 1972. Asailable from New Line
Cuyna, 121 U nisenoty Place. Ness YOrk,New York, 100(13)

Approaeleby Type.

In -this'apiprojach: science fiction \sill be taught by various types of

stories-. It has 'an advantage that the .other methods do not have in
that ft demonstrates to the student the many different kinds of
stones that can fall undi.Fr the definition science fiction.

GS Lewis divides science fiction Into five sub-species: a) those
that leap a thousand )ears to find plots and passions they could hale
found at home, b -the. fiction of engineers- -which is priniarily
interested in space travel, c) scientific IV speculative stories that
wonder. ':.what would life be like,ii "eschatologicd science
fictiw- \shell gives an imaginal-) vehicte to speculations about the
ultimate destiny of our. speciks, apd stopeS about gods, ghouls,
ghosts, demons, fairiesfor which plausibility is lint essential,'
Some critics go in the other direction toss ard minuteness, Suzanne
Mi. les dis ides science fiction into s4eli broad headings as "Man and
Science- and under that division lists the following subheadings:
**The Control of Man's Mind;" Inventions That Backfire:" -Com-
puters That Take Over..- "Man and the Robot;- and "The Mad-
Scientist S.) ndrome.-"? Donald Wollheim breaks science fiction into

the folios% ing simple list of groupings. a) imaginal-) voyages; b) fu-

ture prediction, c) remarkable inventions, and c) social satires,"
Countless other divisions have been tried.
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following list utilizes, some of the t pes coined is Lewis,
dillies and \Vol heim and-is simple enough for a c:

imaginan vo> ages
,alien beings. -

ti inventions or discoveries
;visions of the future
\cieluific concepts (time, other dimensions, evolution)

Thi; come outline is suggested;
\

DEb"1NMON' Science Fiction
DISCUSSION AND DEFINITION
The sarious t pes of science fiction

Tl,pe A-1m aginarr Vo 'ages

Jules Verne:. Journey to thy t:eitter of the.Earth
Arthur C Clarke. Rendezvous with Banta
tPos. sibie teaching aids films. A Trip to the Moon, 1902, 2001. rt Space
Odyssey. 19680 .

B---Alien Beings

Frederick BrownoArjna"
Arthur C Clarke. Childhoods-End

Wells, The Mir of the Worlds wock
John Wyndinfrn, The Witt telt CitkoosrtNeo 1 ork...Valker & 1957)
Mari Dean Foster. "With Friends Like These. on the 197'2 Annual World's

Rest SetenceAction. Donald A 11'0111101, ed., New ork. Daw Books,
1972) sr.

(Possible teaching 'aid feature film. The Day he Earth Stood Still. 1951,
ba;ed'un darn Bates, -Fares% eli to the Master" As adable from Filing In-
corporated. 425 North Michigan A% e , Chicago. III. 60611, ss ith branches in
Atlanta. Boston, Dallas. ood. Nos York Cit) Portlandand Skokie,
III 1

Type onions or Discoveries

C \Neils. The Inchible Mu"
!When Louis Ste). enson, "The Strange Case of Dr, Jekyll and Mr. I de"
Mary Wollstoneerait %elle% , Franke/IN ein (Ness lark. Oxford University

Press. 1971. pap, )
Daniel 1.4es. "Floss ers for Algernon", i,41 The Hugo Winners, Vol, 1, Isaac

Asimov. eel , Garden CAt, Ness York `Doubleda and Co.. 19621
(Possible teaching aid feature iih..Char/ey, 1968; based on "Flowers for
Algernon." 103 mm Available from Films Incorporated.)

pe DVisions of the Future-

0

Pierre Boulle, Planet of the Apes Neu Yor NAL, Signet, 1968, pap.
Robert A Ilinlein, "The Year of the ek
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Aldous thisk!, l3rat.e \ en, World iNew York Ilarper 6: Ross, pak.).
.TTank lierbert, Dune New York. Ace, 1965, pap. )

Anthony Burgess. A.Clockttork Orange kNe%% York Ba Ilantine, 1971, pal)

4Pohsible teaching aid feature film,, Planet of the Apes. 1968, from the
Boulle novel Available from Films Incorporated)

Type 5Scientifie`Coricepts

C Wt.ls. The Time Afachute
Ei4vvio A. Abbott, Flatlands tNew York. Dover, 1952)
Kurt onnegut, Slaughte,rhottse Five (New lork. Dell, 1971. pap.)

SeleetiVe

Tins method of teaching science fiction relies on die' tie of
quality. science fiction, science:fiction worth) of the name literature.
all works. selected should demonstrate fitness: It should be re-
membered, however, since this-is a course in science fiction, that all
works studied should conform to a definition of science, fiction and
even prove exemplar) of the sub-genre This method places great
resposibilit on the,selection skills of the instructor A suggegted
outline follows

DEFINITK7iVeienee Fiction
DEFINITION w Literature

H.6 Wells, "The star"
H.C. The War of the Worlds,
,Ra'Bra-dbury, "Zero Hour"
Ray Bradbury, The Martian Chronicles
Pout Anderson, "The Queen of Air and Darkness"
Frank Herbert. Dune

.
Aldous Huxley, Brave Neu World
tobert Silverberg, "After the Myths Went Iline"
'Olaf Stapledon, Last and First Men
Walter M. Miller, -A Canticle for Leihowitz".s
Ursula K LeGuin, t Hand ofDarkness

0
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Four Examples

Methods of Teaching

In order to provide examples of how-seicace_ktion can he taught
as literature, four science fiction w orks ,are
stories and on novel. The first story, ':Zero }lour." is the most ap- t-
propriate of the fourfor elementary grades and is analyzed accord-
ingly. The criteria for judgment in all cases is that of fitness. Each
analysis provides points , that shoidd be included in both the
teacher's own preparation and in the actual classroom discussion.

A good place to begin in analyzing a story or uprel as lit eratureis;
the opening paragraph or section, which often- determines the

. work's structure, focus, plot and method of characterization. Ask
students to determine the voice (first person;.third person, third
person omniscient, descriptive, satirical!. The voice is often a unifYz
ing and structuring element in a work. Encourage students tdlsee if
there are patterns in the language or in the themes. Are the
characters vs ell-rounded? Is the action of tote work logical? Finally,
do all of, the various elements blend?Does the work demonstrate

fitness? Are there enough pattern&and interrelations to make it a
consciousls wrought.mtity andtmd in itself?

"Zero Hour" .

by Bap Bradbury (from The 111ustratad Man)

Synopsis In the course of a day,- Alink'runs in and Gut telling her
mother. Mrs Morris. about a new game she and the othor.children
are 'playing called." Invasion." Mink says the children are playing the
game nig, Drill, a being from another planet who is working only
with fhe children of the earth because they "are "impressionable.'"

."Zero Hour, Mink claims. Luce for five o'clock, Mrs. Morris pays lit-
tle attention t&Mink. At five o'clock, soon after Mr. Morris comes"
home, there is an axpAsion Mr. and Mrs Morris seek safety.inthe at-
tic, only to be pursued. there by Mink who is followed by "tall blue
shadows

The story begins,

Oh, it was to he so jolly! What a game! Such excitement they
hadn't known in years. the children catapulted this way and that
across the green lawns, shouting at'eacli other, holding hands, flying
in circles, climbing trees, laughing,Overhead the rockets flew, and
the bcetle cars whispered .by on the streets-, hut' the children played
on. Such fun, such tremulous joy, such tumbling'and hearty scream-

ing.
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In this opening paragraph. it is established that the story is to be
about children The voice apprOpriately uses short, simple
sentences. reflecting the shouts,d0 manner of the children. It is not
a child's voice, though, as such constructions as "hearjy screaming"
attest It is a descriptive voice that reflects the children s joy.

The opening paragraph also establishes that the story isset-in-the
futu re the reference to rockets). TherZ; is also the early indication of
a diffeienee between the'naive, carefree world of the children and
the busy. unheeding world of adults. This is continued in the second
paragraph-where it is said -Mrs. Morris "hardly saw" Mink when the
child entered looking for tools._ It is a major point of the-story that
Mrs, Morris could learn from Mink what is going. on (as the reader
surely does) if she only-listened to her daughter.

Although there is a vbiceiramingthe story,. a voice.using simple
language reflecting and blending with the language of the little girl
Mink. "Zero Hour" is told mostly in dialogue between Mrs. Morris
and Mink. The use of dialogue is effective as it allows the reader to
gradually obtain information about the "game" and also because it
higldights Mrs Morris' inability to communicate with her child:

"who's-invading what?"
"Martians invading Earth. Well, not exactly Martians. They'reI

don't know. From-up," She pointed her spoon.
And inside," said Mom, touching Mink's feverish brow.

Mink rebelled "You're laughing! You!!! kill Drill'and etTfijbody."
"I didn't mean to." said Mom. "Drill's a Martian?"

No lie'swellmaybe from Jupiter or Saturn or Venus.
Anyway, he's had a hard time.:'

"I imagine," Mrs. ,M orris hid her mouth' behind her hand.
'''They couldn't figure a way to attack Earth."
"We're impregnable,'-'said Mom in mock seriousness.

. -That's the word Drill 'used! Impreg,That was the word, Mom."

The growth' of mhareness of both the reader and, eventually, Mrs.
Morris as to exactly That is happening, as can be gleaned fibm, the
dialogue, is unify ing element ot this story. Bit by bit the reader
hears of the game "Invasion." Min'k using words outside of her vO-
cabulary,, Drilla being froi another planet whom the children are
trying to help entlY from another dimension, Mink's possession Of a
5-o-yo that disappears, and an audio visor call from Mrs. Morris'
friend Helen in New York in which Helen claims that her children
are playing with Drill, as are childret4 around the country.

The theme of a generation gap is also a unifying element. The
theme J.S' constantly repeated as Mink quotes Drill's creed of dealing
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only with children because, parents know too much and are,
therefore, "dangerous." Drill's methods suit the latent

make
of

the-children who shun -cry babies,- older children \\ ho m'ake fun of
them, ,and gross n -ups who do not understand them. The children
are nes er portray ed,its vicious. however, but merely as children who

'do not realize they are destroying the world. The last line of the
story, Mink's greeting, to her,parents as she opens the door \\ ith the
aliens behind-her, is t hat oa child, "Peakaboo."

The story meets the definition of science fiction: it, is a prose nar-
rative dealing with esents that cahnot happen al the present time
couched within scientific or at least pseudo-scientific concepts
(other dimensions, life on other planets or in other, ditnensi9ns). It
displays fitness. It is piffled' by the framing voice that reflects the
simple style of the children the story is about, by 'Hie growth of
understanding of Mrs. Morris andlhe readers of what is happening,
and the the of a generation gap to lack of understanding between
parents 'and children )

Teaching Sumestions

The story is especially suitable for the upper elynentary and
junior high schools as it is simple in style and content and deals with
something most children are very ass are ofthe difference in under-
standing of children and adults. Here are some ideas for getting
students involved in the story':

Discussion of the generation gap. its credibility AS expressed in
the story. did its dangers in terms of the story Guide miles-
tionsWhy didn't Mrs Morris listen? Why didn't any of the mothers
across the country listen? Do parents listen? 6,11 you pdint out
passages ni the dialogue sv here Mrs Morris should have been listen-
ing and wasn't? .

A written paragraph or short essay about what the tail] blue
shadows look like as suggested in the story. (The students might even
be asked to draw their idea of what the aliens look like. This might
help't hem conceptualize the story. )

Discuision and ,`or essay about the credibility of the scientific
aspects of the story (audio-visor, etc. )Guide questionsWhat do the
new devices look like? How are they like equipment we have today?
flow are they different?

Discussion and. or essay about the way Mink talks Guide (pies-
tiOnDo children really talk like that? This might he developed into
a dramatic activity ss Ith student performers that could'Ix'?,audiotaped.

o

eq.

.
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The Star- b II. C. 11.7e/i$

Synotists The story describes the effects of a star coming tery close to
colliding nith the earth Much of the earth is desuoyed. But from the
point of Lieu of Martian astronomersda de damage is done consider-
ing the size,of the star.

S

The story begins in this way:
- 0

It vas oil the first day of the new sear that the announcement was
inade, almost simultaneously from three ohservinories, that the !no-
tion of the planet.'!/eptune, the outermost of all.the ylanets that

-Wheel about the sun, had become very erratic. Ogilvy had already
called_ attention t (t) a suspected retardation in its velocity in
Deceaber Such a piece of news was scarcely calculated to interest a
world the greater portion of s hose inhabitants were unaware'of the
existence of the planet Neptune, nor outside of the astronomical
profession did the subsequent discovery of a.faint remote speck of
light in the region of the perturbeitiplanct cause any great
me

excite-

t

excite-
" meat

The star appears, appropriately and forbiddingly, enough, on-the
first day of the new year Efforts at some p,asing scientific credibility

lire apparent in the fact that the sighting was corlirmed by three
observatories at once, by reference to the orbit of Neptune, and
reference to, Ogilvy .as a noted authority. The third .sentence
deirbnstrates the approach of the story. focusing on the reaction of
people and the earth,itrgeneral to the star. At first, the interest in
the star is confined-to scientists. But as the star becomes more and
more visible, the world takes notice.

The voice of the narrator is third person omniscient. It primarily
repdrts But that third sentence indicates that it is a knowledgeable
voice, it knows that most of the ssorld couldn't care less about stars
and planets. This voice is, therefore, able' to_perceive irony in a situa-
tion:,

By the second day it was clearly visible to any decent instmment,
as a speck with a barely sensible diameter, in the'eonstellation 'Leo
near Beguluti a little while an opera glass could attain it.

It is an omniscient voice and detached from the action, though if,
occasionally adopts aui ironic tone. And it reports on everything.
The voice describes different reactions to the, star, shifting from
place to plact!. A weeping' woman kneeling beside her dead son
woritlers why a star should matter to her. A schoolboy uses' the star
as an example for studying centrifugal' and centripetal force.
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Di ferent people mat in different %yes:,

In a SAutli fkfriani city a great man had married, and the streets
were alight to welcome his return with his bode. "Even,t he skies have

illuminated," sail the flatterer

Two lovers who see the star front a catrebrake whisper, "That's our
star." and feel "comforted" by its brilliance

The master mathematiciansays to the star:

"You may kill rue . But I van hold youand alithe universe for
that matterin the griP of this little.64rain. I would not change that...

.fle then proceeds to vse the futon destruction of the earth as the
basis for his lecture.

juxtaposed against this shifting of, scene's to get different reac-
tions to the star is the use of repetjgon to indicate, still through the
reaction of people, Utah he star is continually getting closer:

"It is brighter'cried the people clustering in the streets. But in
the (bin observatories the watchers held their breath and peered at

one another "II i;;. nearer: they said. "Nearer!"
And voice after voice repegta, "It is nearer," and the clicking

telegraph took that up, and it trembled along telephone wires. and in
a thousand cities-gri my comPTsitorShigered the type. =It is hearer."
Men ,%% dung in offices, struck with a strange realization, flung down
their peas, men talking in a thousand places suddenly.eame uptin a
grotesque possibility in these words, It is nearer."

A hole'pattern of repetition develops. The device of shifting
scenes is repeated as the proximity of the star causes havoc on the
earth. Differe areas of the world are observed: Tidal waves hit the
coasts and plains of China. japan, Java, and all the islands of East
Asia are full of steam, smoke and ashes from volcanoes. Storms and
earthquakes spread'all down America,

The scientific explanation given by the Master Mathematician is
not that the star will collide with earth but that the star was at-
tractq to the planet jupitce,s orbit, alters the course of that planet,
and passes near the earth.

It might-be wondered about the omniscient voice how the person
survived all this destruction to.tell the story. Also, how could he or
she be so detached from such destruction? The answer is.given 'by

the reference to the Martian astronomers. The narrator is of thefu-,
ture, probably from another planet. At.first, the mention of Mar-
tians might be seen as a trick ending. But the identification of the

narrator as a future being is in keeping with the omniscient,
detached, occasionally ironic voice of the story, and also provides an
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c.xplanation for the existence of this person. The omniscient voice
may even remind some readers of Spock in "Star Trek."

Characterization is brief but concise. The characters are not
named and are identified by their Ode or types; master mathema-
tician, two lovers, a great man, But it is appropriate characterization
coming from descriptions by a future being of past people and ,
events, seemingly observed from a great 'height. AlsO, die people are
defined by their relation to the star: lovers who see it, a schoolboy
who studies a. a mathematician who understands what it is a widow

ho mourns her dead in its light. This is the basis for-iFeff king:
descilbed at all, The star itself is almost a character: its existence
and mmement affects these.people; the master mathematicianeven
feels enough rapport with the star to talk to it. Of these characters,
the master mathematician is the most detailed. He exemplifies
courage and pride in the pnwer of the mind, all of which speaks well
of humanity. Again, we find in science fiction that even though the
earth is all but destroyed, humanity, on the whole, behaves ad-
Mirably.

As to the style, at first the voice merely replits what occurs in
descriptive, sometimes complex: but always controlled and gram,
'matical sentencqs. But as the star approaches, the style reflects the
situation. Sentences become long and frantic, with no sentence
breaks, detailing paipcked flight and destruction, repetitive, allitera-
tive, emphasizing "s,- "IC and- "m" sounds to convey a sense of
speed and crowds:. ,

, 1
nt II that wav c came at lastina blinding light aryl witiktbe

of a furnace, sw ift and terrible it camea wall. o water; 'fifty fe'et
high, roaring hungrily, upon the long coasts of Asia, uid swept inland'
across the plains of China. For a space theslar. hotter now and larger
and brighter than the sun in its strength, showed with pitiless,
brilliance the 1% We and populous country, towns and villages with
their pagbdas and trees, roads, wide cultivated fields, millions of
slceplcs, people staring t helpless terror at the incandescent sky:
and then, low and growing, came the murmur of the flood. And thus
it was with millions of men that nighta flight nowhit her, with limbs
heavy with heat and breath fierce and scant and the flood like a wall
swift and white behind, And then death.

"The Star" is a science fiction story; it concerns an incident of
the imagined future, with a being from some future date as narrator,
Scientific plausibility and scientific detail are evident. "The Star"
exhibits fitness. Events are 'described and unified by an omniscient,
detached. though at times ironic voice. The detached, omniscient
voice dictates the structure at he story, which is composed of mac-

3S
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tions around the world to the star. The voice also dictates brief but
concise characterizations, asif glimpsed fleetingly by the narrator or
people from another Planet from a great height, There is a pattern
of repetition in the story, not only of speech but,,o1 devices (such as

2
the shifting oiscenes). The style follows the mood of the action: at
first'calmly,Teportive, then frantically descriptive as if caught up in
the destruction. Even the surprise conclusion which alludes to the
exiseence of Martians and other alien beings is in keeping with the
detached, omniscient voice.

Teaching Suggestions

Photographs and :illustrations of stars,_ particularly comets and
meteors (since these are the stars most likely to approach earth) can
be brought into class to give pictoral representation to the Wells
story. Students can be asked to consult an encyclopedinand,other
sources far descriptions of stars. Also, students can be assigned to

find in books and newspapers reactions, especially panicked ones, to
sightings of cyuets, or of UFO's, andkiese can be compared to the
descriptions in the Wells story..,

Studenti, might be asked-to write critiques comparing "Ttie Star"
wittanother story or film. Similar fictions about.the collision of
other interplanetary bodies with earth are Edgar Allan Poe's "The
Conversation of Eiros and Charmion" (in the Treasury of Science

Fiction Classics, New York; Hanover House, 1954) and Edwin
Walmer and Philip Wylie's, When Worlds Collide (1932, Paperback
Library, 1973, pap.) A feature film was made of the latter' in 1950.

`Reference can also be made to Arthur C. Clarke's liendezvons with
Barna (1973) in, which, for a while, tie,utudentified space object is
thought to be a collapsed star-on collision course with earth; in
chapter two of this book, a scientist e% en'draus a compaHson of this
event with the Wells story.

_y_ Wells was primarily interested in the reaction of people to
specUlitive events. It_w_ould, therefore_ be helpfu' to a class in con-
ceptualizing such events bothin a general way and as they concern
Wells in particular, to dramatize or have-dramatized the Howard
Koch/Orson Welles radio adaptation of Wells' The War of ,The
Worlds (in Howard Kocles The Panic Broadcast, New York: Avon,
1971, pap.) A possible class project based on the radio freatMent of
The War of the 11'f/rids would, be a student dramatization of "The
Star" within the context of a TV news show. The story might be
updated for this, but the students should recognize and know the
reasons for any changes they may make.

3
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The Queen of Air and Darkness"
by Poul Anderson
Stplopu8 Harbro Cullen', child a .kidnapped on the planet Roland,
Barbra eurtmlis a detectue, Eric Shemnford, and together they

sogate the posailtty the boy MIS kidnapped by Outlings or Old
t cry similar to farm' monies in old earth litre Barbro is cap-

tured by the ()Wimp, q reunited with her son, and confronts the
Queen of Air and Darknes.; whiralmost makes Ihirbro one of them.
Sherri/Von/ rocues both Harbro and her son At the end of the story,
the Outings ppear to Nee been all-but des,troyed.

hestory begins: -

The last glow of the last sunset would linger almost until mid-
winter But there %%mild be no more day, and the,.nort Manus rejoiced.
Blos,oms opened, flandAiyance on firethoin trees, steelflowers rising
blue from the brok and rainplant that cloaked all hills, shy whiteness
of lass-me-never down in the dales. Flit teries darted among thCm on
undescent wings, a cronbuck shook his horns and bugled. Between
horizons the sky deepened from purple to sable. Both moons were
aloft. nearly folic; shitting frosty op leaves and molten on ss aters. The
shadows they made s'Vere blurred by anamora, a gr,eat blowing cur-
tail) of light across half heaven. Behind it the earliest stars had milt;
out' 2

The opening paragraph is full of wonder in its ,deseription of a
sumset It is almost poetr) in its use of alliteration and rh'ythr. It

, carries strange words -mid presents an eerie, otherworldly at-
mosphere The first section of the story continues with the introduc:
Lion of such characters as Nlisthbrd, Shadow-pf-a-Dream, Ayoch (a
pookJ and the Queen of Air and Darkness, all of whom confer over
the kidnapped child. This ;hurt stop is very close to pure fantasy in
its use of elfin creatures and magic. It is a bleilding of both pure fan-

, tas and science fiction asthe earth legends of foerie creatures and
changelings are transferred to onterspace. The story is an admission
of humans' deep-rooted belief in legends and other nonscientifie
conceptions,Barbro expresses this to Shorrinford:

Ok. I suppose it's just something kit over twin my (*away.
. childhood, but do yo* know, when I'm under them I cant think of

t he stars as balls of gas, whose energies have been measured, whose
planets have been %sulked on by prosaic feet. Nothey're small and
cold and magical, our lives are bound to them, after we die, they
whisper to our gray es '* Barbro glanced downward. "I realize that's,
noinense;
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It is interesting to compare "The Queen of Air and Darkness"
with Tolkien's fantasy trilligy The Lord of the Rings which pre-
ceded the Anderson story. The similarities between (he two works
include the creation of otherw oddly. beings (Tolkien uses hobbits
and ents, Anderson pooks,,nicors, and wraiths), the use of new lan-
guage and songs, and especially the reaction to the fuerie worlds
Both The Lord of the Rings and "The Queen of Air Sind Dadcuess"
exhibit admiration for these faerie worlds, but both works end with
the worlds dying out because their time has come.

Anderson creates in a sense, two other world's; a future world, the
planet !Oland where humanoid life Vas spread since "earth long ago
sunk into alien concerns ", -and the faerie world of the-Outlings, It is
better to say that it is one "other world" for, since this is pre-
domaantly science fiction (everything is couched within a scientific
reference), what Anderson has dime is create a scientific:: explanation
for these OutlingS that have inhabited 'possibly the earth anti now
Roland.

The planet Roland is well-documented. in scientific detail Ro-
land's,sun is called Charlemagne (type F9, forty percent brighter
than Sol). It has two .moons: Oliver and Alde. It is a globe 9500 ki- -

.1orneters in diameter which rotates once in thirty-two tours; its sur-
face gravity is 0.42 x 980cinisec2; the sea level pressure is slightly
above one Earth atmosphere. New technology and concepts appear
as Barbro, cooks a meal on a "glower," Sherrknford talks to the
sheriff an a "visiphone" and estimates Barbro 's age in both Rolandic
and Terrestrial years. lint the scientific details extend even to the
provision of a scientific explanation for the Outlings: they are ab-
origines. territorial in nature; they hide both'because they are can-

.. nous of humans and because they are a species used to little direct
sMalight and thtirefore avoid the sun; they possess mental, gifts
including the ability to read minds and generate hallucinations;
they steal human children partly to conform to their pattern or
inspiring fear and partly in order to study and experiment on
members of the human species. All of't his provides a rational expla-
nation for earth tales of faeries and little, people (such as the Irish
faerie tales, of the Sid or the Dia& ghosts iu Washington irving's
"'Rip Van Witikle",) who could cloud men's minds with illusions and
make theln forget their,past lives.

,

And so, "The Queen of Air and Darkness "contains pure fantasy
elements; it belongs to the sub-genre science fiction. put in addi-
tion, it has an overall structure of a dkective story. The heroine
comes to,a detective and asks him to find her missing child. There

- .
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are questions --who stole the child, and how?. are there Out-
lings?---.Clues pike tip, the,heroineis eagtured and is' rescued by the
detective, his guns blaiing.

In addition to the,organizing structure of the deteCtive story, The
story is unified by the .conHued use of the theme of illusion yews-
reality. the story is composed of sequefices which alternate
between the "real" world of Barbro and Sherrinford. and the
-faerie" world of the Ctutlings. The.nakedness and abandon of the
()tidings in the opening sequences ,contrasted with the reported,
troubled times: that" have beset human life 'and the unease with
which some of the humans act. Barbro is captured by the Outlings
when she follows the illusion of her son Jimmy. She is carried by a.
)nan who speaks in the voice of her dead husband; she also sees the
clog named Sa.mbo that she had When she was a girl. But her "host
band" grow weak and is led away by a hooded tigtire; the dog.*
vanishes. Sherrinford gets The cooperation of the young, changeling
Nlistherd by turning off the "mind-shield" as the Oullingi do-
iiroach, then/turning it beck on so that Mistherd can see them as

,they really are. Anderson has cnralled pure fantasy and science ec-
tioe into one story not just as a stunt but to highlight the theme'of
illusion versus reality. Barbro admitt.a desire to believe that stars
whisper to our grwies after we die. Humans cant-Jed by Outlings
seem to saceumb.reailily to. the charms of their eitisienee. Chief
.Constable Dawson Avoids the 9ueslisin of purlingA William Irons
and his family. who live farther out, sing the songs of the Outlings.

, There is a strong indication that the world has become too technical
and mechanical, and, that huptans inwardly clingto a.beligf in these
magic creatures who romp naked th(qugh fields:alid for' whom nbth-
ing ii4 dun or ordinary n the "Arvid Song" that the family of
Wiliam Irons sings, the Queen of fir and.Darkness says .to the
ranger Arvid who has refused her.

, 4.

In work and plily andfriendship .

Yoirr grief strIkey,qu dumb :
lior thinking what yotrareand--=
What you might have become.

But in the 'ouch many Outlings 'are killed by Shercinford'sguitISAt.
Outlings disband, soon to become absorbed into humaii The
Queen of Air and Darkness. is dead and 'Ayoch the pook flings a
tributoto her before he flies away:

o
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Outof her Brept
A blossom ascended.
The summer burned it
The song is ended. . . .

Sherrinford adopts the commonsense attitude that it had to be
dont, But the song claims that -a- blossom Nscended and was
burned Reality must prevail ,Dreams must fade.

The characterizations are sersiceable if tbt.well-thunded. Barbro
is a typical lady- in- distress, ith clearly delineated physical charac-

,teristics 4 she is a big w oman of thirty , broad-shouldered, long,-leg-
ged, lull. breasted, supple of stride) She is oman of science NS ho

instinctis ely belieses in the unbelievable. Sherrinford has more to
do and say, it is he who soh es the mystery-. lie considers himself a
follower in the, archetype of the rational detective Sherlock
Holmes. At the end, we are, led to believe that a romantic relation-

.ship has developed between these two lonely people. But even the
characterization of Sherriilford is somewhat diininislied as he is_
made to rescue Barbro in his camper bus equipped.with a gnu -turret.
Far more interesting, both because they are the key to the myst6ry
and because of the uniqueness tf finding:such creatures in a science
fiction tale, are the Outlings. Mistherd, the young boy -ellangeling
vv ho becomes Sherrinford's guide, Shadow-of-a-Dream, Misthei:d's
female companini, A>octh the [took twilit long, clawfooted' legs,
half-human face, and, a body covered with feathers) who kiditaps
the Cullen boy , M org,irel the wraith (telepathic), Nagrimthe nicor
hinge and four armed), and the Queen of Air and Darkness who
stands alone in hernakednesst But even these creatures, altotigli
generally unfamiliar to the reader, claim their believability not from
their existence in the story but from 3.1teir relation to earth-based
legends. But just as Anderson has connected his blending; of science
fiction and pure fantas.1 to the themes of illusion versus reality. so,.
this reliance on archetypes is made to,seetn puntoseful in a speech
by Sherrinford that expounds that archetypes this resemblance ro.

**Sherlock Homes, tht Ontlings' res'eblance to earth legends) run
through all history ..

"The Queen of Air and Darkness is a science fiction story,it
concerns events and ideas not possible in daily life that are framed
%%Rhin a scientific reference. It is conceivable that there can be quib.-,
Wing over some points The characterization of the 'human
characters is generally rather standard. Anderson's use of earth
legends becomes very lateral %vien he names,,,thexlant :'Roland,"
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the moons -Oliset, and -Aldt and the sun -Charlemagne," Fi-
nally, it is per'iaps a tribute to the point of the storythat belief in
such things as myths:and legends persists even in scientific
agesthat tlif reader is disappointed by Sherrinford's final explana-
tion of the Out bugs. Sherrinford tends to the rationale that the Out-
hugs are not th -faerie- creatures from earth but are inhabitants of
the planet Roland who adopted this guise knowing that humans
feared such creatures. It is in keeping with the science fiction nature
of the story that the Outlings. are definitely identified as not faerie
creatures, but this explanation seems a little forced, especially as the
Chitlings act like faerie creatures even-when mortals are not around.

The story blends science fiction and pure fantasy; it is'unified by a
detective story structure and by the theme of illusion versus reality
that complements the pore fantasy/science fiction nature of the
story

4.

Teaching Suggestions

StudePts can be, asked to trace'literary.antecedents of Anderson's
faerie creatures, Additional reading assignments to give the students
an idea of the faerie worlds Anderson iis incorporating into his
science fiction tali!' might include James Stephens' The Crock of
Gold (1912, N.Y..,Colliet. 1967. pap.) and selections from Tolkien's
The Hobbit (1939, N.Y. Rallantine, 1967, pap.),Further com-
parisons with other literature are possible, for instance the com-
parison of the Arvid song sung by the William Irons family with
John Keats' "La Belle Dame Sans Merci." Reference can also be
made to A. E. Housman's three stanza poem "Her Strong'Enchant-
ments Failing- Which contains the following lines;

The Queen of air and darkness
Begins.toshrill and cry.

'0 Young man. 0 my slayer,
To-morrow you shall die.'

Other assignments can include students Pang or selecting read-
ings from other fiction that combineelements of various genres with
science fiction. Anderson himself has attempted similar combina-
tions before. His "The Martian Crown Jewels" (in Great Science
Fiction Stories, Dell,' 1964) again uses a detective story framework
for a science fiction story. There is even another character who is 'a
futuristic embodanertt of Sherlock Hobnes, this time he is a noted
Martian detective. The television series Star Trek featured stories

0
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that used Alice in Wonderland, Apollo, and a fallen angel as
. characters.

It might be interesting to undertake activities invplving the Ian-
,guage of "The Queen of Air and Darkness." Tolkien in The Lord of
the Rings provided pronunciation keys and a glossary for languages
he coined. There is not as much language invention in "The Queen
of Air and DarknesS" as in Tolkien. But the students could develop
etymologies for coined words and place names in the story, both
words .used in the faerie world of the story and words from the
futuristic World. Extensive vocabularies might be constructed, leaa-

.ing to the formulation of dictionaries.

Childhood's End by Arthur C. Clarke
Synopsis. In /975, the Overlords from another planet take over the
earth and bring it to perfect, though sterile, order. At firstr they do
not-shou themselves. But after fifty years. the earth is allowed to sec
Karellen, Supervisor for Earthhe has horns, wings, a bathed tail. In
short, he is the image 'of the (Ind. Eventually, it develops that the
Overlords are acting for "the Overmind" and their mission is to take
au ay and.uatch riser certain earth children Who have developed into
supertor beings The children are part of the Overnand's ultimate
plan It is through them that human life continues, But humanity as a
!thole dies out and the earth is destroyed fn order to provide energy
for the children's departing flight to join the Overmind.

The novel begins with a prologue in which the Russians and
Americans are about to launch rockets to the moon ,only to be
stopped by the arrival of the Overlords. The novel is divided into
three topical divisions. a) Earth and the Overlords; b) The Golden
Age; and c) The Last Generation. The novel is episodic ip structure
but is unified by the following principle. the continual development
of understanding of the nature and mission of the Overlords. The
first section, therefore, traces the relationship between Stormgren,
the Secretary-General of the United Nations, and .Karellen, includ-
ing the kidnapping of Stormgren b;. anti-Overlord factions and
Stormgren's attempt to get a glimpse of Orellen's face. The second,
section details the first appearance of the Overlords to the world,
the peaking of the "Golden Age" on earth, and the plan of Jan to
get to the Overlord planet. The final section describes the discovery
of George and Jean Greggson that their two children are "chosen,"
the revelation of the mission of the Oyerlords, Jan's exploration of

li
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the'Overlord's planet, and his return to earth as the sole'surviving,

earthling.
The bopigal, episodic structure is, -therefore,' unified by-the

development of-understanding of both the4eader and earthlings in
the novel' of the nature of the Ovedords. The scope,Of time is vast,

but a pattern of human ,behavior emerges even though the charac-

terizations are not detailed, Stormgfen, George, jean, Jan, Duval
ithe scientist who helps Stormgren See Karellen), Sullivan (the

scientist who helps Jan get to the planet of the Overlords)in short
those characters who arc give ally appreciable spaceall display a

quest for knowledge. and understanding of their situation. ,Duval
and Sullivan in particular are portrayed as competent but `'little"
people who have never made it in,a big way. It is somehow appro.

I'priate that in a novel which is basically an overview of -the last

hundred years of _earth, these individualsnot superheroes but or.

dinary men mid women a're tl>s ones who play important roles.
They are distinguished by a belief in the rational, a desire th know

and act, and finally. by resigned acceptance. Stmmgrcp,knows that

1w will never.see the Overlords; George, the writer, knoWniiathti-

manity has Inc its human future; Jean'knowslhat she will never see

her children again,-and Jan knows that he will not survive long as

the last man on earth. Even though the earth is destroyed and hu-
manity is no more, the novel, is not pessimistic. There is a plan to the

universe; human beings justliappen to Play a very small part in that

plao.But the.humans.portrayed -are-notable, and something of-the

o nature of humanity, continues,_ working toward the perfection of
Creation, in the earth children.

The dominant and the most impressive character Of the novel is

Karellen. At first he is a mysterious voice* who playfully calls

Stormgren -llikki" and who evidently knows everything thai hap-

pens on earth, But he is the one character who is present throughout

the novel and therefore the one able to develop most fully. As the

ncitiel progresies, it becomes apparent that Karellen and- all the
Overlords are not omnipotent, but rather, eunuchs in the evolution

of the universe, fit only to serve and not to initiate action. One
senses that behind Karellen's wit and aloofness is someone who

wishes to be involved but can only watchthe children, the earth,
seemingly now in perfect order, heading for inevitable destruction.
When he mission is over, and the earth is gone, Karellen, "who has

watche I it all with surface detachment, evidences regret and pity.

Ile, lik the 'other characters in the novel, is ultimately a "little
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person" in the vrt scope and 'plan of the universe. But he too
'behaves with dignity and resigned acceptance.

Zarellen appears in the image of the devil. This is one of the
many Judeo-Christian images that occur throughout the-novelfJan
hiding in the stuffed whale bound for the planet othe Overlords
evokes,ate Bible story of Jonah. Jeff, the son of George and Jean, is
savedIroni a tidal wave by a mysterious voicelike the voice,that
called Abraham and Iloali:The earth children, who fly to the Over7
mind, recall the statement of Christ, "Let theshildren come to me
and d'o not hinder them. It is to just such as these that the kingdom,
of God belongs." The chosen children first exhibit'their uniqueness
by their recurrent dreams; dreams are a typical means of communi-
cation between God and man in the Bible. And finally, the Over-.
mind itself is surely so6te form of Godhead. There is also a yattern

'and repetition of motifs: ascent (the planned rocket shots of the
novel's prologue, Jan's trip to the Overlord's planet, the children's
flight at 'the end) and descent (Stormgren's prison in the under-
ground cave, Stormgren's visit to Duval underground, Jan's descent
into the belly of a whale).

The voice of the novel is third person omniscient. At first it limits
itself to descriptions of ,humanity's reactions to the Overlords. But
since the Overlords are introduced to the reader as characters in

. Section Two, several conversations between Overlord's are de-
scribed in Sectioks Two and Three. This omniscient voice adopts a
somewhat elegiac tone appropriately enocigh, toward the end of the
novel as the earth is destroyed.

There are flaws in the novel. The fact that Clarke has chosen a
structure that is episodic and controlled by topics; rather than
strictly chronological, or -character divisions engenders a novel that
some readers might wish were tighter. In such a stricture, many of
the characters (Stormgren's kidnappers, Rupert Boyce and his wife)
are one-dimensional, The two characters in the prologue, Reinhold'
and Schneider, never appear again. In fact, the first section of the
novel, which in most cases is the source of much information about
the plot, voice, and structure, is not crucial to the development of
the.narrative or style. Finally, while the use of the characteristics of
the devil for the Overlords is clever, the explanation for this ap-
pearance given by Karellen at thp end is unconvin,ing: the
Overlords had never come to earth before, but the image of the
devil was humanity's "future memory" of its tuirtous encounter with
the'45%;erlords.
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, Childhood's End may seem to some readers a flawed novel, but it

1, does extubiyitness. It.is unified by the continued development of
understanding of the Overlords, by the character of Karellen, by a
pattern of characterization, and by a pattern of images, some of

them religious.

Teaching Suggestions

:\Snce this novel ,involves beings from another planet, teaching
aids will largely beiimicd to fictional occurrences. A major feature
of Childhood's End is a modern conception of the devil. ,A possible

student assignment the tracing of past portraits of the devil, espe-
cially, those that pface him in modern (nonbiblical) times; and corn -
paring these portraits with that in Childhood's End: Some examples

are Christopher Marlowe's play The Tragical History of Doctor
Faustus, Stephen Vincent Benet'S The Devil and _Daniel Webster
(play.and-story); and Iratevin:s Rosemary's Baby.

A dramasuitable for class performance that also posits the inva-
sion of earth by superintelligent beings is Core. Vidal's Visit to a
Small Planet in t'isit to a Small "flatlet and Other Television Plays,
ed. Gore Vidal, Little, Brown, 1957). It exists as a TV drama running
around an hour and as a full-length play. Although it was alsomade
into a feature film in 1960 starring Jerry Lewis, the only elements
the film has in common with the Vidal original'are the title, the

basic situation, and four lines of script.

;Cc
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r

Drama ,

Earlier in this report, the theoretical difficulties with science fic-
tion drama' were examined. F011owing the lead of Tolkien's "On
Fairy Stories," it was noted tliat the scientific verisimilitude
necessary for science fiction might be difficult to aft* with t he

'sionary atmosphere of the theater. Also, there are relatiVely few
such plays tosuse in judging whether or not science fiction drama is

,]possible, Below is a list of some attempts at science nction,4orama.
All of these dramas are open to criticism as legitimate science fic-
tion, Shaw's Back to Afethuselal, while it has a science fiction
premise and has been influential an science fiction history, is only
superficially scientific and proves fanciful in its execution, beginning
in the Garden of Eden and ending with a dream epilogue. Gapeles
R,U.11.,in addition to being.somewhat stiff as draMa by contempo-

,
is

,
xary 'standards, caugnt in the depths of German romanticists,
Warp has affinities with the comic strip, and to a Smali Planet
ends,as au intelleCtual joke. Even Isaac'Asimov's "The Last Ques-
non

PS has 'to cheat on the scientific explanations. When -all energy
transfer has stopped, a computer continues trying to find a solution,

order for the computer to function, in the absence of energy,
.Asimov has had to draw a mystical distinction between pater.
energy and mind energy which can fie conserved.

4
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Itr,spite of this, all these dramas are suitable as supportive ma-
teriid for classroom activities. They can stimulate class Interest.
They can provide visual as well-as written examples of treatments of
science fiction theines. They are especially helpful in demonstratiyg.
human reactions to science fiction situations.

Although there are not many attempts at science fiction drama,
there' are some additional one-act plays' that are suitable for
classroom use Stmh,rits, should be encouragedto seek exa ples of
this form in performing-arts periodicals and books.

Hack to Methuselah by George Bernard. Shaw. 1922: Complete
Plays Will Prefaces Vol. II, Dodd, Mead, and .Co., 43. Also Pen-
guin paperback.

'Play cycle composed of fivesplays, "In the Beginning," Part One,
is a retelling of the story' of Adam and Eve, wi(o learn from the
Serpent the secret of the Life Force. Part TwoiThe Gospel of the
Brothers Barnabas," shows the rediscovery-of/the secret of prolong-
ing one's life. In Pa. t Three, "The Thing Happens," set in the year
2170, two individuals from Part Two have sp.vived by unconsciously
willing it In Part Four, "The Tragedy of/the Elderly:Gentleman,"
the world in 3000 A.O. is divided into longlivers and shortlivers. Part
Five, -As "Far As Thought Can Reach,'/is set in 3f,920. Life is once
again limitless, as it was in the Gaiden of Eden. Very long and
seldom produced, the cycle still dynionstrates the wonder and vi-
sion typical of science fiction. Pots Three and Five are the most
skillfully written. for dramatic pyirposes, and both provide portraits
of the future. These parts and other excerpts from the play cycle are
suitable for class presentation/or reading aloud.

Tile Last Question by lisaac Asimov. Written 1966. Produced at
lI

the Vanderbilt tong Island, New York,- Aug.Sept.
1975.

Entropy, a term coined by the mathematician Clausius about a
century ago, is a stati..-in which all matte; is at uniform temperature,
and therefore no-energy-transfer is pr+ible. The last question, "Can =
entropy be reverse'd?" is posed to a computer 'several times in the
course of the ply. When entropy as reached, the computer keeps

- 'werking to answer the last miestion. The play runs about an hour.

. U.R. b'y oseph and Karel Capek. 1921. Often anthologized.
A scientiist who tries to make robots more humanoid causes them

to revolt and destroy humankind: In theend the robots have be-/
come yery,;Inunan after all.
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Vtsit to .a Small Planet by Gore Vidal. Ty drama 1955 (Visit to a
Small Plapet and Other TV Plays, Gore Yiulal,..ed. Little, Brown.
1957, pap:). Broadway production 1957. The TV version is more
readily available and probably more suitable for class use since it
runs about an hour The play % ersioiris overextended for the rela-.

.4ivelysirnple premise.
'The earth is taken over by a telepathic and seemingly all- power-

ful visitor friim another planet who comes dressed in a Civil War
uniform:having m,ershot the time in which he wanted to arrive: He
is about to drive the earth' into a third world %%ir when he is re-,
claimed by another interplanetary visitor and labeled an infant a,ho
lias escaped from' his nursery.

Warp by 'Stuart Gordon and Bury at. Edmund. A trilogy. First
presented at the Organic Theatre in Chicago. Broadway perfor-
mance at Ambassador Theater. 1973 performance in Washington,
D.0 Not yet published.
, This Buck-Rogersish excursion is divided into three parts which
can be performed as a, whole or separately:, -My Butterfly, My
Body": -Slitller Lust"; and.-To Die .

-Science fiction films are an object of study in themselves. (See
Ralph.Amelio, Hal in the Classroom. Science Fiction Films. quill-
nati, Ohio Pilaum, Standard, 1974.) Studying film,scripts as litera-
ture is difficAlt because a script is only a blueprint for the final visual.
as well as audio, effect of a, film. Science fiction films do, however.
have an advantage over drama in that special effects. in theory at
least, help achieve scientific verisimilitude. And science fiction.fea-
tore- firms can be used in a liter***6- lassroom either because they
ar,e adaptations of specific works pr because they ar,,, original film
scripts that illustrate the outlook and methodology. of science ellt
tion,

The Time Machine (1960) is a good example of a film adaptation
of a science fiction novel suitable for a literature class. While the
,film simplifies the Welisian ideology and the plot, with the aid of
George Pal's special effects it prdvides visual descriptions of the fu-
ture that even surpass the effects achieved in Wells',prose. A device
usedin'the film to illustrate 64' Time Traveler's advancing through
time is a store mannequin across the street. As the Time Traveler
presses the lever gently, the mannequin's clothes are changed in
seconds by "fast-moving store employee., As the TimeoTraveler
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continues pressing the lever forward, the 'mannequin models in
quicis, succession the cl'ot helot) les of -two generationsau instant
faShion show of popul ar tas- tes. .

An example of an original screenplay, is Things To Conic (1936)

by 11..C. Wells. With a time span of over one hundred years, the

film traces the future history of the world from world syar (the film is

alarmingly exact in its prophecy of World War in to a return to feu-
dalism to utopian society t i space flight. A 'film of imaginative
design and at times poetic wr ting, the .film is the epitome of science
fiction film making. It is-appropriate fora literature class in science
fiction, especially a class in which Wells' 'Writing is studied.
, .Reference has already been made in this report to the use of some

films in. teaching science ,fiction as literature. Below is an annotated ,
list of film adaptations of'science fiction worki. Distributors' names
and addresses have been provided whenever, available.

Tice teacher should be aware of two built-in problems with show-
ing feature films in a literature classroom. One, the films are not
intended' to be treated as content for a course in film study but
rather as suPportive material for a literaturecourse. Two, teachers
and students both should keep in mind that film, .adaptation of
science fiction works or any literature for that matter arc just.
thatadaptations. Sonic films merely streamline the originals;
utilizing advantages that film has over prose. Some filmscompletely
change the original, as does Byron Haskin's adaptation of Wells' "-

The War of the..Worlds which updates the novel to modern day

Southe'rn California and takes from the Wells' original the title, the
premise, and the film's beginning and end. The teacher must dedde .

if a film adaptation radically.cyfferent from the original is useful or
detrimental to his or her teaching a specific work. Often literature
classes can compare general differences between the film and the
written work. For example, in the filth version orPierre Boulle's The
Planet of the Apes, t lie scenarists, Rod Selling and Michael Wilson,

omitted many of the hero's experiences as detailed in the novel, em-.
phasized 'action. sequences such as the hunt thereby giving the film

pace, and transpded the hero's realization that theape planet is
earth in the futurea minor climax in the bookto the end of the
film where it becomes the major climax. However, such changes,
and the emphasis on action in the film dilute the Swiftiadsatire that

# seemed to be the novel's main purpose. In film adaptations of liters- ...,

ture, some things seein-improved, but other things may be lost in
"the process,

5!
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List of Film Adaptations of Science Fiction Works

Andromeda Straw. 1971. Director. Robert. \Vise Based on Michael
Cnehton's book. Cast. Arthur Hill, David, Wayne. Kate Reid. Available
from Umsersal 16, 221 Park Avenue, S. New York, Ness York 10003. 131
mut

A deadly bacteria is brought back to earth from space A team of re-
search scientists ssork in an underground lab to try. to identify the bacteria
and defeat it. The film attempts to recapture the clinical scientific detail of
the original w,.a a low-key realistic approach. Without the narrative of the
novel, the plot is rather smmle and uninteresting and the approach to the
film makes. the whole thing very dull though the film is well enough
produced.

The Day of the Triilids Great Britain. 1963. O. Steve Schely. Screenplay

Philip Yordan, based on the novel by John Ws ndham. Cast Howard Keel,
Nole Maniey, Janet Scott, Kieron Moore. Available from Ilurlock-Cine-
World. 13 Arcadia Rd., Old Greenwich, Ct. 06870.9.1 min.

A slums er or meteors blinds its viewers and mutates extraterrestial plants
into carnivorous giants Studio sets with emphasis on shock effects, but a
faithful adaptation of Wyndham novel.,

l'he Day the Earth Stood Still. 1951. 1.3.1 Robert Wise. Sc. Edmund II.
North. b o "Farewell to the Master" by Harry ,Bates. Cast: Michaellten-
me. Patricia Neal, Hugh Marlowe, Sam Jaffe. Available from Films Incor-
porated. 4420 Oakton St., Stokie, III. 60076. 92 min.

.11mwan-like figure and robot arrive in flying saucer and exhibit great
tamers The humanoid is killed but brought back to life by the robot.
Adaptation of Bates' story changes plot line (in original the robot turned
out to be the master), emphasizes Christ- parallel and world peace message
Very good production. One of the hest of the 1950's science fiction Qlins '
Fahrenheit 151 Great Britain/ France 1966: D. Francois Truffaut. Sc:
Francois Tmlfaut, Jean Louis Richard, -1).'o novel by Ray Bradbury Avail-
able from %auk Motion Pictures, 201 5, Jefferson Ave St. Louis,'N1o,

63166 112 nun Cast Oscar ,Werner, Julie Christie, Cyril Cusak, Anton
Diffring

Faithful, well produced version of Bradbury's novel, but Wry slow,
harmed by casting juke Christie in double role of hero's wife and ingt*rth

rt Men on the Moon. Great Britain. 1961. D. Nathan Juran Sc. Nigel'
Kneale, Jan Reett b, o novel by 11. C. Wells. Cast Edward Judd, Martha,
tlyer, Linnet Jeffries.

Adapted ssit the help of science fiction scenarist Kneale, this versioh,of
the Wells' nos dtacks on a modern prologue and epilogue of the astioauts

.finding an ancient British flag on the moon, theRgoes into a flashback of the
/
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flight of three ictorians there Captives Wells' irony and humor. E.x.
cellent,

Ow Incredible Shrinking Man 1957 ,D, Jack Arnold, Sc. Richard Math-
eson, from his nose' Cast Grant Williams, Randy Stuart, April Kent. 81
min

Matheson's adaptation of his own novel is workmanlike, but on the
whole it is a rather simplistic and didactic trick film of iman who breathes a
mssterions sapor and shrinks to a few inchd.high. Filled with the usual'
shock effects for such a film, man is chased by a cat, kills a spider, etc,

ate Inmible Mart 1933. D James Whale. Sc, R. C. Sherriff, Philip Wylie,
o novel by II, G. Wells Cast. Claude Rains, Gloria Stuart, William Ha-

den, Henry Tiasers 74 min.
The British s illage atmosphere has been retained from the original and

the special effects consumingly represent invisibility in this fine film adapt a
Lion of the Wells novel. Humorous, exciting, well played.

\hover; Eighty Four, Great Britain, 1956. D: Michael Anderson. Sc:
P Templeton,Bal ph Bettinson, b, o novel by George Orwell. Cast,

Edmond O'Brien, Jan Sterling, Michael Redgrave, Available from Macmil-
lan kndlo Brandon. 8400 Brookfield Ave,, Brookfield, III., 60516. 91 min.

Two endings n ere filmed (one happy, one sad), which says a good deal.*
about this adaptation of the Orwell novel about a future police state and ft
one 111.111's dtte1111)t to Me abase it. Two American stars are inisous( and the

whole thing becomes rather romanticized.

The Omega Man. 1971 D Boris Sagel. 1):0 novel I Am A I.egend by
Richard Matheson. Cast Charlton ficston. 98

SeJond film sersion of Matheson !isei (the first was the 1964 Italian.
made Last Alan on Earth wit Ii Vincent Price) of the last person on earth
who is Long:int Is at tacked by sampirlis in au otherwise erupt!, world. Good
intuitional thtaigh it suffers from the plot has ing become standard fare and
from interpolat ell social commentary.

Planet o the.Ipo 1967 D Fraiddin J Schaffner Se. Rod Selling, Michael
Wilson, h,o nos el bs Pierre Boulle, Cast. Charlton Heston, Roddy Mc-
Donal', Kim Hunter. Maurice Evans, James Whitmore, James Daly. Avail-
ablZ kiln( Films Incorporated 112 min.

Astronauts go into the f(iture and land on a planet nifed* apes. -The
'adapters has e risen the original story- pace, a climax, and dramatic ending,
but base abandoned Sniftian satire whin was the nWel's whole point
and put in its place supposedly satiric lines such as "People see, people do."
rainbow. prialuction, well Last and popular enough to occasion four sequels
and a telesnion series and perhaps revive interest in the science fiction film.
A wind of narimig, the four sequels get further and further away from the
original mach and actually become quite confusing if you try to follow
t hem in sequence
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1,1e Thing 1951 D Christian Nyby. Sc. Charles Lederer, b, o story "Who
Goes There", by John Campbell' Jr. Cast. Kenneth Tobey, Margaret
Sheridan. Robert Cornwaithe, James Artless. Available from Films Incor-
porated 87 thin.

Ail alien being threatens a research team at the North Pole This story is
a good example a !um science fiction is adapted for films, In theiniginal,
the alien was an intelligent, chamehton type creature Inj he film, he is ail
arrational Frankenstem-type monster An exciting film in itself but a poor
version,of the story.

,,the Time Machine. 1960. D. George, Pal, Sc. David Duncan, b.1) novel by
C Wells, Cast. Ilod Taylor, Yvette Minlieux, Alan Young, Sebastian

Cabot Available-from Films Incorporated. 103 min
man invents a time machine and travels into the future to s iew a world

where intelligence and luxury Raye made h'nans weak and prey for the
carnivorous Morlocks. The film omits the futute trips made by the Time
Traveler, and the death of the girl and is, therefore, more optimistic about
the future than the book really is. Sumptuously produced, well paced, the
special effects reproduce time travel almost bet ter than Wells describes it

illage of the Damned. Great Britai 1960, 0, Wolf RON. Sc Sterling Sil
pliant, Wolf Rilla, George Barclay. b/o novel The Ain/filch Cuckoos by
John Wyndham, Cast. George Sanders, Barbara Shelley, Michael Gwenn,
Laurence Naismith. Available from Films Incorporated. 78 min.

A small English town is lulled to s cep by aliens and all child-bearing
women impregnated, The resulting c lildren are blonde-haired, strange,
and intellectual giants. A quiet. tuners ng film adaptation of the Wyndham
novel. a little slow but sell produced, sell acted by a good cast (espeeialty
Sanders)

The War of the Worlds. 1953. I) Bry on Ilaskin, Sc. Barre Ly radon,

novel by Ii. G WellsCast. Gene Barry, Ann Robinson, Henry Brandon.
Available from Films Incorporated 85 min.

Though some have found it exciting, this version of the WHIs' novel is a
travesty of the original. A plot updating to modern Southern California
allows the Martians to vveat her the effects of an atomic blast. The film loses
the claustrophobic effect of the original English-based novel A romantic
subplot has been developed. A =eh better %Vas' adaptation is First Men
on the Moon. referenced earlier, which does not update the plot but
provides a modern fructiework.

%Olen Worich Collide 1951. D Rudolph Mate Sc. Sydney Boehm, bit)
:lord by Edwin Balmer, PhilipWy lie Cast 'Richard Derr, Barbara Rush,
John Iloyt Larrs' Keating. Available from Films Incorporated 82 thin.

1:we heavenly bodies are about to collide with earth, so preparation
races ahead *on a rocket ship that sill take selected individuals from Our
earth to safety in outer space. Faithful to the original good special effects,
but dated in the dramatics, slow, and a little borilk
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Television and Radio

Science fiction as;adapted or created for television is a handy
'teaching tool bpcausedf the accessibility of television to students. A
teacher may find it frnktrating, liqwever, to have to adapt a cur-

, riculum schedule to that of television stations, especially. when they
showing reruns of a series. It is a good idea for teachers to keep

abreastof local and network' programming, in order to suggest ap-,
proprilte class viewing. Some television series such as Star Trek or
Lc.ii Pi Space are within the science fiction domain and are
frequently re-run by local stations. The Twilight Zone, Outer
Limits . and Fight Gallery series, presently in' -Syndication, are an-
thology series dealing with general speculative themes and featur-

«

ing,originarscience fiction scripts of interest as well as adaptations
of 'science fiction works. Frederick Brown' "Arena," for example,
vas adapted* for both, the Outer Limits and Star Trek. Mary
Shelley's "The Mortal Immortal'. was seen in uneredited adapta-

-.
tion on both the Twilight Zone and Star Trek.4,

k
Television, however, often experiences problems with a major re-

, .quirement of, science fiction. scientific verisimilitude in the intl.*
slonary world of make-believe. Science fiction film is at least able to
utilize special effects to olfset some of this difficulty. Because of the'
viewing time factor invok.ed television special effects seldom equal
those of the movies. Also, television series have the added problem
of the nature of the telev....on system; ',things 'that do not work am
often changed without explanation. ife,; :, ideas are added; different
writers from episode to episode mar the consistency*of approach; a
story must be either padded or crammed with detail in order to fit
into a tw enty -four or fifty minute setup; continuirg characters are
dropped w hello salary dispute or another acting commitment oc-
curs, and radical changes are effected in the second or third season
to buoy,..up the'rutings. For example, in Star Trek, which was an
earnest atcrimpt at a television.science fiction series, in the cpurseof
the first,season Mr. Speck's ears were shorlened; his "nerve pinch,-

-unknown in the early episodes, was invented, and, as authors varied
from script to script, Vulcan powers Mr. Spock was able to employ

-in one episode were somehow lacking to him in another. In the third
y ear of the series, a slicker and more contemporary approach was

. tried; at the end orthe third year the series was cancelled. _

'Whatever its deficiencies, television science fiction, when avail-\
able, good supportive material for a literature class in science fic-
ition..Program; offer a'good starting point for short critical essays, as

..
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well as discussions comparing written and dramatized forms.
Television toyed with science fiction early in its history with Cap-

tain Video and Superastahe British did interesting things with
Nigel Kneale's Quartermas specialS, all of which were later made
into feature films. But these are generdlly not wadable on television
today. Below is an annotated list of television series which might re-,
appear on local channels, which more or less fall within the science
fiction domain.

Lost In Space. This CBS snow lasted several seasons as a space version of
Sioss Fancily Iii)lamon Obvious studio sets. Some interesting episodes but
often indulges in pure fantasy ..Usually gearefi toward the y ouuger children.

Kolchakl The Sight Stalker This ABC show, which !aster' one season, as
derived from two highly successful TV movies. The first, Thg Night Stalker.
fullims the reporter Kolchak's,inveshgat ion of the appearance of a vampire
in modern day Chicago. The second, The Night Strangler, finds Kolchak
pursuing a ghoul that prowls modern day Seattle. The series suffers from
trying to duplicate the success of the 'movies as Kolchak encounters
ampires, Jack the Ripper, awl sonic scientifically based monsters all in
modern Iodations. Some individual episodes are very good.

The Waders. This series lasted several seasons. One man knows of the
existence of invaders from another planet w ho, in huthati form, are trying to

.., take user the earth Thy series shows his attempts to convince people of the
invaders' existence

Aght Gallery. This NBC anthology send ran several seasons. Two or tlifee
play lets filled both an hour and a half hour format. Inclined to pure fania,
though sonic episodeS,'are futuristically and scientifically based. Created by
Rod Serling.

IV Outer l nuts This series lasted-one 'and,a half seasons. An anthology
that proved oftot.staitling in its conceptions One episode, "The Shape of
Things epknow n" is especial!) noteworthy. Tito women murder their lover'
only to have the inurilerld man brought back to lifea by the strange y oung
'Mr, I lobaq Sir Cedric I lardwicke plays a'butler who intones, "My Mr, h o - -

lihrf.tinkersViith time Just as tune has tinkered with Mr. Hobart."!
' 'Star Trek -This series ran three seasons on NBC': It was brought back by

popular demand, after having been cancelled in the second season. Good
production values..some scripts written by known science fiction writers,
Oklt h. the series suffers from the repetition of one device the star ship
visits s somehow modeled after episodes from earth history 1920
Chicago, ancient Rome, Tombstone, Nazi Germany To placate angry
viewers who objected to the.scries' cancellation, a cartoon series was
initiated using many of the original cast. The cartoon series is rather fanci-
fully conceived, however

-
,
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Ihe rime /mine/ Au ABC series that lasted one season Describes the ad-
s entures of tsso seivists lost Ina time tunnel. Est ry- episode takes them to

a famous historicAevent,

11e 1tttlight Zane nu, famut, ,):Idp.:.-Ited Rod Serling series is more

pure lamas% than science fiction iloweser, some of tin. episodes in this an-

thology. deal YYith science fiction topics. the last people on earth theme was

used seseral times sf

otgkge to the Bottum of the Sea This CBS series lasted four seasons-. It

began as a sps ItosY, dabbled in science fiction. and final's ended in kiddie-,
oriented space tantasy. One or t% 0 episodes of interest

5-7
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1 Damon Knight, (hie Hundred lean of Strout Fiction tNess York.
Simon and Schster:1968). p.5

2 otnFow Aims. \ ea %taps of //e// .1 Surto] of Science Moon tNi,m
York IfureouTt. Bruce and Company, 1960k p IS

3 Sam Nloskoss it 6, Etplorew of the Shapen of St ten«, Fa non
t New 1 ork. World Books, 1957), p 11

I Donald Wollhenn. flit E niters(' Makers Ness York Harper & Row,
1971).p10

3 "ClassifiLatiou," "Da /warm/ of Vorld Eitt mime, James Shipley, ed.
Tottos a, Ness jersey Littlefield. Adams and Co. 1968), p 62.

0 Fur further discussion of the generic !Derail classification of science
fiction. consult "On the Poetics of the Science Fiction Genre." by
Dark*, Susi,' w ( allege' English, December 1972. pp. 372-82. Stivin.
%%rites folloos is. then, a literal.) genre %%hose necessary and
sufficient otitlitoins arc the prescnce and interaction of estrangement
and t ogiatom, and whose 111,1111 formal desice is an imaginatisc frame-

ork tilternatis to the author's empirical frames% mit kp.37:51
7 Liu Carter. Iniagniarii World% iNess York. Ballantine, 1973), p.6.

Tolkien. "Ottlair) Stales,- Essays Presented to Charles
infants t 1917. rpt (,rand Rapids Win B Kerdmatit. 10(76). p.67

9
.

.1mis, p.2:3
ID Tolkien, p 69,
11 John ,Vptuni, 'Shalt and C S la.%% b. Space Trilogy Shaa fietwa,

pp ,I5 -32, Jan. 1475
12 D.tnel j !wars, "The Ends of Childhood Eschatology in Shim and

ClarktO,Sliair Ref . Pp 97-75. Ma 1973
13 J ft Chrispplter. 'Methuselah Out of Heinlein ht Shim," Shun

ten. pp 79-SS, Mat 197 3

hapter tit o (:1(' net' itietion in the ClassrMn

Publisher s Nos 11, 1974, p 5S
2 Barbara (,as Ford and Ronald D I ord, .:Sciviice Fiction Curriculum

for the Future, Learning, pp 32- L Nlas June 1975
3 Das c Sainuelsoli. Proposal fur the slandatnr Use of Science Fiction

'Us t he,General'Currwultun " Paper presented at the Annual sleeting
ul tlw Notional Council of Teachers of English. Nos ember 1971
FR IC Dovumut El) 059 277,

1 Joseph I) Olandtt, Martin II fiGreenherg., Patricia Warrick, Sc wa!
and Soltn.tp Thrbugh ',ciente FP tom (Chicago Rand 'tkl (N1111). 1975),
P Sandberg, 'Science Fiction and Legitimate Science," Sindli
trahlin Science Teacher, Journal, pp 35-6. April 1973
Beserl.t mud, `Strange, Bedfellioss Science Fiction, 1.111011% tics and
Education." En't-dhh lournal!pp 995-1003. October 1973
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L -Drake, -General Semantics and Science Fiction in the Speech '
Communication Classroom," Paper presented at the Animal Meeting
of the Speech Communication Association, November, 1073. ERIC
Document FD 0S4 580.
Social Education, February 1973. (Theme Issue World History
through Science Fitton)

9. Man W. Nrolifed, "Science Fiction Stories in the Social Stiidies.
Classropm," Clearinghouse...pp.:300404, January 1970.

10, Bernard C Ilollister, Deane C. ThoMpson, Grokking the Future:
Science Fiction in the Classroom (Dayton. Pflaum,"Standard, 19781

II. Dave Samuelson, p.8.
12. Shelia Schwartz, "Science Fiction as Humanistic Study." 1971 ERIC

Document ED 061 201.
13. Akin niftier, Future Shock (New York Bantam,1970),
14. For a detailed history and analysis of this stage of the development of

science fiction, consult James, Gunn, "Science Fiction and the Main-
streana.," science Fiction, Today and Tomorrou (13'altimore. Penguin,
1974), pp.183-214.

1.5 James Blish, "The Tale That Wags the Gods," American Libraries,
December 1970,10031.

16 TheOdore Sturgeon. "Science Fiction, Morals, and Religion," Science
n lion, Today and"Tomorrou Reginald Bret nor, ed. (Baltimore. Pen-

guin, 1974). p 98
17 A lexei Oanshin, -Science Fiction Bibliography. and Criticism,"

American Libraries, October 1970, pp.844-5.
18. Robert Seholes, Strut tura! FalndatiowrAn Essay of Fiction of the

nue (University, of Notre Dame Press, 1975), p 18.
19 Mid, p.23
20 Northrop 1'1)e, Anatomy of Criticism 4,1957, rpt Princeton. Priqeton

University Press, 1971). p.49.
21 Robert Sib erberg, "After the Myths Went Home," Tomorrow. aria*

Tomorrow, mid Tomorrow (New York. Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1975). p.269
Olaf Stapledon. !ant aml First Men (1930, rpt Baltimore, Penguin,

1972), pp.11-12
23 BIA, p.1033.
04 George Bernard Shaw, Back to Methuselah, Complete Plays with

Prefaces, Vol 11 (New York. Dodd, Mead & Co, 19631, p.617.
23 11. C Vells, Things To Come (New York: Macmillan, 1935),

pp 15-5.

'Chapter ThreeMethods of Teaching Science Fiction as Literature

1 ederick lirmy n, "Arena,' Tomorrow, and Tomorrow, and linnor...
rim, ed. Frank lIerkert and others (Nk "York: 110, Rinehart 'and

,Winston, 1974), pp,276-7.
2 IL P lawecraft. "The Shadow Out of Time,.. The Colour Out of

Space (New York 'Lancer Books, 1963i, p,156.
.3 John Wy Wham, The Atidnich Cuckoos New York. Rallantine Books,

1957), p 3
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